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Tulahe University
Tulane is an independent university with
about 7,200 full-time and 1,800 part-time
students who come f rom every state and some
60 foreign countries. There are about 3,000 male
undergraduates. The fulltime faculty numbers
approximately 750.
All units are coeducational except the College
of Arts and Sciences, for men, and Newcomb
College, for women. However, most courses
in each of those colleges are open to students of
the other.
The other units are University College,
primarily an evening division for adults; Schools
of Architecture, Engineering, Law, Medicine,
Public Health and Tropical Medicine, and Social

Work; the Graduate School, devoted mainly to
fields of the arts and sciences and basic
medical science; the Graduate School of Business
Administration, the Center for Teacher Education,
and the Summer School.
Graduate work is offered in all the
professional schools.
All instructional departments are quartered
on a 100-acre campus in an uptown residential
section of New Orleans except those dealing
with medicine and public health. These are
located at the Medical Center about four miles
away.
Tulane also maintains the Delta Regional
Primate Research Center at Covington, La.,
about 35 miles from the city campuses; the
F. Edward Hebert Center, with research
laboratories across the Mississippi River below
New Orleans; and the International Center
for Medical Research at Cali, Colombia.
President of the University is Francis Sheldon
Hackney, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., whose academic
field is history.

The governing body is a self-perpetuating, 17.
member board incorporated as The Administrators
of the Tulane Educational Fund. That fund was
established in 1882 by Paul Tulane, a retired
New Orleans merchant, for general educatlonal
purposes.
Th`is institution began in 1834 as an independent
medical school, which became the first
unit of a state university organized in New Orleans
in 1847. The University was turned over
to the Tulane Administrators in 1884, and at that
time it received its present name and
independent status.
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Coach that this personable and hard working group is one of the real good young football Staffs in the country."
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Tulane Marching Band

Mr. Brown's country fresh milk
and old fashioned ice cream...
Under the direction of Bruce Pollack, Tulane's Marching Band will have some loo members adding to the halftime pageantry at the Green Wave's home games this fall. Another half time feature will be the Newcombers, a
girls` dance team. The Newcombers are instructed by Debbie Himbert.
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OFFICIAL SIGNALS

MEETEM AMP BEATIM,

All-American Team
1925-Charles Flournoy, back
1929-Willis Banker, back

1931-Jerry Dalrymple, end

1932-Don Zimmerman, back
1934-Claude Simons, Jr., back
1939-Harley Mccollum, tackle
1939-Ralph Wenzel, end

1940-Tommy O'Boyle, guard
1941-Ernie Blandin, tackle

1943-Lester Gatewood, center
1944-W. A. Jones, back
1948-Paul Lea, tackle

1949-Eddie Price, back
1950-Jerome Helluin, tackle

1955-Tony Sardisco, guard
1960-Tommy Mason, back
1967-Bobby Duhon, back
1970-Rick Kingrea, linebacker
1973-Charles Hall, tackle

1974-Charles Hall, tackle

All-South Teams

Southern Conference Team
1924-Milton Levy, guard
Charles Flournoy, back

1925-Milton Levy, guard
Charles Flournoy, back

1926-Harry Gamble, end
1928-Willis Banker, back

1929-Willis Banker, back
Lloyd Roberts, center

1930-Jerry Dalrymple, end
Lloyd Roberts, center
1931 -Jerry Dalrymple, end
John Scafide, guard
Don Zimmerman, back
1932-John Scaf ide, guard
Don Zimmerman, back
12,
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SiJperdome Sealihg Capacity
SPORT

SEATS

Expanded Football

75,795

Regular Football

71 #%]

Baseball

60,543

Basketball

18,886

Auditorium

97,365

CAPACI TY

80,101

7 4966
64,537
19,473

same

Superdome Facts
The medical and first aid stations are a free service provided
by the Louisiana Superdome.

In

the

event of

an

emergency,

contact

ushers,

Total Cost

$ 163,313,315.00

Total Land Area

52 Acres (building,

Height

273 feet

Diameter of the Dome
Concrete

680 feet clear span
169,000 cubic yards
20,000 tons

garages & grounds)

security

guards, first aiders, or policemen for assistance.

Structural Steel

If you have any ticket mix-up or conflict, contact the nearest
stadium guard.

9,600 tons
40

Air Conditioning

Please use the concourses directly behind or under the
seating to reach your desired section or exit way. Anyone
wishing to move from East to West or North to South,
should do so within the stadium confines.

Convention Rooms
Restrooms
Private Box Suites
Parking Garages

There are eighty-eight telephone
throughout all stadium concourses.

Superscreen TV

buses
6 sides, each 26' x 22'

Lighting

15,200 lighting

Scoreboards

4, each 8' x 88'

Electrical Wiring

400 miles of interior
wiring

Anodized Aluminum
Siding

More than 500,000

Area of Roof
Escalators

9.7 acres
32

Elevators

9 plus 1 freight

pay

stations

dispersed

Do not park on neutral grounds or in driveways.
are obligated to ticket or tow away violators.

fixtures

Police

On-street parking is very limited around the stadium on the
day of the game.
Rest rooms are on all levels and immediately back of seating.
The dome stadium has eight medical first aid stations, two
main stations and six sub-stations. These stations are located
in the southeast and northwest corner of all levels except
level 3.

DOME
TRAFFIC
ROUTES

88

64
5,000 cars + 250

sq. ft.
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How can you tell
in which team to place

TheTulaneTeam,1976

your conf idence?
A tough question, but it's all in the people.

Ask yourself : Are the sales people warm and friendly?
Are they genuinely interested in me? Are they honorable
enough to refrain from making numerous and empty
promises? Can I rely on their word? Are they adequately
trained to help me select and enjoy my new car? Are
they supported by expert service technicians and others
who possess a willing spirit? Do I get the feeling that
the entire dealership is striving for one goal, my total car
happiness?
There is such a team in New Orleans. I'd like to
introduce you to our people. I have the greatest
admiration and respect for their character and their work
and l'm confident that you will too.
Offensive Lineman-First row-(left to right)-Greg Blache, Cleveland Joseph, John Jolin, Jack Gullison, Charles
Davis. Second row-(left to right)-Craig Meaux, Rene Lorio, James Long, Percy Millet. Third row-(left to right)Gerry Sheridan, Walter Robelot, John Gamache, Eric Laakso, Dewitt Methvin. Fourth row-(left to right)-Ed Brown,
Paul Mudrich, Jeff Hrenya, Mark Montini, Tom Milfelt. Fifth row-(left to rigiht)-Chris Doyle, Dwain Holland,
Joe Silipo, Rob lndicott, AI Zaunbrecher.

VEFINON BRINSON
PRESIDENT

lRIprill&
OLDSMOBILE

Across from Lakeside Shopping Center
The dealership that's different

Offensive Backs-First row-(left to right)-Ray Aubert, Dwight Chretien, Bill Kramer, Marc Robert, Russell Huber.
Second row-(left to right)-Mike Clark, Don Lemon, Kimball Octave, Gary Rudick, Reginald Scott, Lindy lnfante.
Third row-(left to right)-Mike Waslewski, Terry Looney, Tommy Hightower, Mike O'Leary, Bobby Rodwig, Robert
Mitchell, Nolan Gallo. Fourth row-(left to right)-Tommy Calandro, Bill Gregg, Steve Hubbell, Roch Hontas, John
Caldwell.
17

Tulame Host Fellow Metro-Seven Foe Memphis St. In Superdome
by STEVE MATHES
SERIES HISTORY: Only one other

selection last season.

game

Sophomore

coming" win over Army, the Green

quarterback Lloyd Patterson has a

Wave dropped a 28-16 decision to

Tulane and Memphis St. as in 1954,

year of experience under his belt,

Georgia Tech last week for its fifth

both teams fought to a 13-13 stand-

and has thrown for 14 touchdown

loss in seven outings.

passes thus far this season, tieing
a Memphis St. season record with

Jacket

has

been

played

between

stil I .

MEMPHIS ST. IN 1975: Led by Head

still four contests left to play. Pat-

Coach Richard Williams, who was

terson,

in

as

for one touchdown and p<assed for

mentor of the Tigers, Memphis St.

two others as he and senior tail-

posted a 7-4 log, winning its final

back Terdell

five outings for

for almost 300 yards of total of-

his

first

season

last

its third

year

straight

a

5-11,173

pounder,

Middleton

ran

combined

fense last week in a 31-0 victory

winning season.

over
1976 PROSPECTUS: Thirty-five let-

termen including 15 of 32 starters

are back from the '75 squad, eight

Wichita

St.

Senior

flanker

Ricky Rivas has caught six TD pas-

ses,

including

a

14

yarder

last

scores

in

Two Yellow

the

final

five

minutes was too much to overcome
for the Wave.

Last week freshman

Ed Murray tied a Tulane record he

established

two

weeks

ago

for

Most Field Goals in a Single Game

as he once again booted three, on
kicks

of

The

Canadian

46,

46,

and

27

yards.

side-winder

has

kicked six straight, and has eight

for the season, just one shy of Lee
Gibson's(9) three pointers in 1972,

week.

a Tulane Season Record.

on offense, and seven on defense.
]976 RESULTS TO DATE
TICER

STANDOUTS:

Memphis

MEMPHIS ST. (5-2): Last week the

St.

is led by its senior center Bob Rush,

TULANE

an Associated

straight

Press All

American

(2-5):

win

Seeking

following

a

a

second

Tigers whipped Wichita St. 31-0 at

'`Home-

home for its fifth win against two
losses this season.

Receivers-First row-(left to right)-David Vicknair, Stewart Nance, David Walters, Skip Charles, Donald Bailey,
Bill Van Manen. Second row-(left to right)-John Hubbard, Jeff Smith, Barry Morris, Zack Mitchell, Joe Dunphy,
Rene Faucheaux, Nick Anderson. Third row-(left to right)-Larry Burke, Ed Murray, Jeff Carnes, Buck Durham, Darrel Griffin, John upperco, Alton Alexis. Fourth row-(left to right)-Oscar Lofton, Howard MCNeill.

Previously the

Tigers had posted wins over Ole
Miss,

Florida

St.,

S.M.u.,

and

Au-

burn, losing only to Tulsa, and Mississippi St.

MEMPHIS ST.: Founded in 1912 as

West

Tennessee

School,
a

State

Normal

it has since evolved

major university

into

supporting

an

enrollment of 22,000 students, the
majority being from Tennessee. The
University has five undergraduate

colleges

and

is

spread

out over

''100 acres.
TIGER ATHLETICS: Memphis St. has

competed

collegiately

since

1912

when it finished its short year at
(1-0-1).

Since then three Memphis

St. squads have gone undefeated,
the most recent being in 1963 when
the Tigers were (9-0-1).

'8

Defensive Lineman First row-(left to right)-Brent Baber, John Little, Don Louviere, Mark Jones, Vic Eumont. Second row-(left to right)-Harold Villere, Gene Forte, Larry Bizzotto, Rick Kelly, Wayne Lemelle. Third row-(left
to right)-Terry Williams, Chuck Pitcock, Bob Becnel, David Munson, Dennis Showalter, Charlie Hall.
19

The Tulane Team, 1976

Defensive Ends & Linebackers—First row—(left to right)—Ricky Smith, Blane Woodfin, Cliff Van Meter, Alfred
Jones, Burt Donnes. Second row—(left to right)—Dario Ciovacco, Thaddeus Lee, Ken Johnston, Randy Brown, Rick
Eason. Third row—(left to right)—Denny Armington, Kenny Quick, Chip Forte, Fred Hicks, Tommy Boudreaux.
Fourth row—(left to right)—Tom Cecchini, James Becnel, Keith Alexander, John Ammerman, Buddy Seeling, Willard Wells.

Defensive Backs—First row—(left to right)—Robert Brown, Rusty Brown, Arthur Green, Mike Price, Martin Mitchell.
Second row—(left to right)—Artie Liuzza, Glenn Thomas, Mike Purdy, coach Mo Ankney. Third row—(left to right)—
Jim Price, Ricky Dunaway, Jeff Gates, Phil Townsend. Fourth row—(left to right)—Mark Desormeaux, Marty Mar
tinez, Mike Sims.

21

The Tulane Team, 1976

Tulane on the Air
New Orleans: WSMB
Alexandria: KSYL
Bastrop: KVOB
Baton Rouge: WIBR
Garyville: WKQT
Hammond: WFPR
Lafayette: KXKW
Lake Charles: KLCL
Monroe KLIC
Morgan City: KMRC
New Iberia: KDEA
Starksville, Miss.: WSSO
Thibodaux: KXOR-FM
Winnsboro: KMAR

Freshmen Linemen—First row—(left to right)—Terry Williams, Chuck Pitock, Bob Becnel, David Munson, Dennis
Showalter, Vic Eumont. Second row—(left to right)—Charlie Davis, Dwain Holland, Rob Indicott, Joe Silipo, Chris
Doyle, Tom Cecchini. Third row—(left to right)—Thaddeus Lee, Ken Johnston, Fred Hicks, Chip Forte, Randy
Brown, Al Zaunbrecher. Fourth row—(left to right)-Charles Hall, Greg Blache, Uppero, Jeff Carner, Buck Durham,
Denny Arminton.

New Orleans: WTUL-FM

See the New
Chevrolets

Johnson-Cefalu
Co., Inc.
HWY. 51 - AMITE, LA.- PH: 748-8138

(§) BUICK
SGMC TRUCKS
Come to the country
where you get
something
extra!

Hubert Haydel
Vice-PresidentGeneral Manager

The newChevrolets aretruly wonder
ful. Come in and drive one. You can
get a new Chevrolet car or truck or
a used car or truck from a dealer who
really cares about you. A good dea
to begin with and good service after
your purchase.
LOW, LOW PRICES FROM
DEPENDABLE PEOPLE SINCE 1933

Stephens
840 Carondelet Street - 581-7171

Freshman Backs-First row-(left to right)-Mike Clark, Mark Desormeaux, Mike Sims, John Caldwell, Roch Hontas,
Howard McNeill. Second row—(left to right)—Nolan Gallo, Mike Wasleuski, Derrick Donaldson, Marty Martinez, Larry
Burke. Third row-(left to right)-Lindy infante, Ed Murray, Darrell Griffin, Alton Alexis, Tommy Calandro, Bill
Gregg, Oscar Lofton.
23
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IONIAN
IS THE
LLEGE
by Stephanie Salter

.

« ably bring answers ranging from "very
/ little" to "You gotta be kiddin'." Di
rect the same qu.
and the replies might be surprising.
All of the cartoons that show hubby
' id to the TV set while wife either
or appears bored to tears would
tve us believe that women have
no interest in football. Not true.
Oh, sure, on the surface footJ
ball is not a popular subject
with women. They don't congrebars to rehash last Saturday's
r sit around the beauty salon
that the coach should have
mt pattern on third and
i of runninj
defense
is not to i
don't look
representing chunks of lost
watching ones'brothers, boyfriends or
husbands hollering and moaning in
front of the TV or in the bleachers.
There are a few of us who could relate
to this scene described by Sports lllustrated's Frank Deford in his novel Cut
'N' Run: "And what could she tell
them of their father when he bellowed
strange noises of joy and anguish from
the club cellar and then bolted up
stairs for another beer, gurgling and
disarrayed? . . . 'Why does Daddy act
like that sometimes?' little Jerry asked.
Hush, child,' Rosalie said, tousling
'It's only Football. When the
at comes after Christmas is
full, the evil spirits will depart from
him, and he will be your father
again'."
Deford's hero might well have been
a friend of mine who met his wife with
flowers and champagne as she re
turned from the hospital v
first-born. The net
round, downed a
few apologies to t
grandparents, then rushed out the
door to catch a local college game.
"I'd had tickets for weeks," he proIf you want to talk surface impres
sions, you can fill the Orange Bowl
with complaining women. But what
I've noticed is when women separate
the football from their men, the game
continued on 3t

1.

A WOMAN'S VIEW

It takes a long time to make agood cable knit. We know
because we make more cables, in more styles than anyone else.
So, if you appreciate good craftsmanship, as well as a
great fashion look for football weather, you'll love these
cables from Jantzen. From $23 to $28.

Jant

JANTZEN INC.. PORTLAND, 01

is transformed into a source of plea
sure, a genuine, bona fide female
pastime. I understand the so-called
mysteries or fine points of the game,
but expertise in single-wing forma
tions and end runs does not heighten
the degree to which I have always en
joyed football; it has only redefined
the enjoying. When I didn't know
beans about football, I liked it and was
involved in it. It is a sociological
phenomenon, for heaven's sake. How
can you not be involved?
In fact,the more I ruminate, football
is one of those marvelous threads that
runs through our lives, which time and
again we can measure our progress (or
lack of it) against, an institution like
McDonald's and the Fourth of July.
For most American women, football
became an integral part of their lives
in high school. An activity which
theretofore had simply consumed our
male counterparts suddenly scooped
us in, and this game became the
weekly social event. If I am ever in a
plane crash in the Andes, I will credit
my ability to withstand unthinkable
cold to my training at high school
games. When I was growing up in the
Midwest, the fashion was wool bermuda shorts and matching knee socks,
very cute and very skimpy on Decem
ber Friday nights. Often I looked long
ingly at the ponchos the players wore
and wondered why the people around
me kept saying, "Those poor guys, I'll
bet they're freezing." They had coats.
I had a mohair sweater.
On one particular night, a
cheerleader—one of the seniors—
frantically began the chant, "Hold that
line!" which many of us in the stands
obediently echoed. Then a guy in our
midst called the cheerleader's name
and shouted, "Hey, dumbell, we got
the ball!" It was a humiliation I prom
ised myself I would never suffer, and
when I later became a cheerleader,
held true to my vow. At no time in my
career did I ever begin a technical
cheer. Sticking to the basics like "Co!
Fight! Win!" proved most intelligent.
Touchdown or 15-yard penalty, no
body could take issue with "Go! Fight!
Win!"
In my town, all six high schools
kicked off the season with a jamboree,

six quarters of football, the Northside
against the South. Nobody cared who
won. The jamboree was for the
coaches to try out "unproven" talent
and precarious plays, and for the rest
of us to pass judgement on the kids
from other schools.
That my high school had the second
worse team in the conference was
only slightly irritating to me and my
friends. Amazing how we could get so
emotionally involved with each set of
downs, cry as the time ran out and we
trailed 45-6, and then dance at a postgame sock hop with the very people
who had inflicted our pain. Even now I
have to believe no one really minded
the losses, not even our coach. He
kept his job through losing season
after losing season, and informed the
newspapers each fall that "This is the
year we'll take all the marbles." He al
ways had "some fine boys" on the
squad, an "intelligent" quarterback,
some "bruising" tackles and a pass de

fense that needed "a little work." As
for the players, if they had been so in
volved, would they have smiled and
waved to us from the sidelines?
Men remember specific plays, the
superstar halfback who never
amounted to anything and where their
team finished in the league. Women
remember the bonfires, the halftime
shows, the cold and whether or not
their team lost. Six of one, half a
dozen of the other. Men have their
technical memories; women, their aes
thetic ones. You don't have to know a
referee is calling time out when he
puts his hands on his hips to be
wrapped up in the excitement of a ball
game.
And whatever people say about pro
football, I think most women would
tell you there is never more excite
ment than in a college game. In a big
university or small community college,
Saturday afternoon means one
thing—a gigantic meeting of friends
continued on 7t
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THE WINNING LINE-UP
FROM DATSUN.

A WOMAN'S VIEW

4-DOOR SEDAN
2-DOOR SEDAN

HATCHBACK

B-210: DATSUN'S ECONOMY CHAMP. 4TMPG/HIGHWAY. 29 MPG/CITY*
5-DOOR WAGON

710: THE FAMILY CAR WITH GUTS. 33 MPG/HIGHWAY. 23 MPG/CITY.*

610: THE LOGICAL LUXURY CAR. 32 MPG/HIGHWAY. 23 MPG/CITY*

280-Z. FUEL
•ALL MILEAGE FIGURES ARE EPA MILEAGE ESTIMATES.
MANUAL TRANSMISSION. ACTUAL MILEAGE MAY VARY
WITH THE CONDITION OF YOUR CAR AND HOW IT'S DRIVEN.

with a single common interest. Col
lege football games cut right across
every political, ideological and sexual
boundary. For a couple of hours,
everyone has the same thing in mind.
There were few constants in my four
years of college, as I moved from
sorority pledge to campus radical to
cynical job-seeker, but no home game
found me anywhere than in my
stadium seat. I traded my Villager
tweeds for an army jacket and jeans,
but I would not have given up my sea
son ticket for anybody's revolution.
As a freshman, just being a part of a
crowd of 65,000 was a heady experi
ence. To get tickets to the game we
were required to sit in the card section
which did not please all the men, but
could not have been better for me. As

part of a mass, I learned a few of those
elusive nuances of the game. All you
had to do was watch the yell leaders.
They knew when to say "Hold that
line ," and by the end of my first sea
son, so did I. All of us looked forward
to touchdowns, not just for their nu
merical value, but because a TD in
sured a shower of contraband toilet
paper rolls. I still think fondly of those
cascading streamers which turned the
basest of dorm supplies into a thing of
beauty. And the personal triumph of
smuggling two or three of them past
the guards!
That's a difference between men
and women. We are blessed and bur
dened with handbags and, as a result,
smuggling has become our special
skill. A cool and indifferent air has al

continued from 3t

ways worked well for me. I could get
my ticket and student ID out of the
same bag that held a half dozen rolls
of toilet paper, and no one was the
wiser. As I advanced in age, and our
seats improved each year, my
girlfriends and I took to smuggling in a
little pick-me-up now and then. Never
fans of mixing or depending on the
Coke vendor, whatever we used to
ward off the autumn cold, we carted in
one bottle. In senior year, my room
mates and I hit upon cream sherry as
our refreshment. As the fraternity men
around us juggled thermoses and cups
of orange juice, we simply passed our
lady's drink back and forth, and grew
fantastically content as the afternoon
sun disappeared behind the stands.
Surely there is no male or female
perspective on those lovely Saturday
afternoons. The evening was ahead of
us, our lives ahead of that, and our
heroes were down there toiling away
for our emotional entertainment. Time
has a way of suspending itself on a col
lege football Saturday. So too,
perhaps, do the differences between
the sexes.
A thrill is a thrill, after all, and it
takes no one but the neophyte to ap
preciate a long run or an artful pass.
Maybe more than ever, I realized that
in a scrub game I played one Sunday
on my dormitory lawn. It was late April
and the first warm day of spring. The
entire campus had rushed itself into
cutoffs and tee-shirts and several of us
had been sunbathing. One of my
friends produced a football from her
room, and we began to throw it
around, finally splitting into sides and
scrimmaging. Between the 10 of us,
we knew essentially that the ball had
to be snapped, thrown, caught and
run with. That was about it. I advised
my team that I would appear to throw
to my roommate, but would really toss
to our friend Louise. I took the ball
from my center, faked, let fly a six or
seven-yard bomb which was miracul
ously caught and delivered safely be
tween two saplings, for six. It was one
of the finest moments of my life, and
somewhere in my exhilaration, I
thought, "This must be what it is all
about."
Did I say men remember the specific
plays?
•
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IF YOU CANT COME

TO HOLLAND

The taste of Holland, pure and incomparable,
comes through clearly in each and every glass
of Heineken. Light or Dark—or on draft.
Incidentally, this 300-year old windmill in
Holland is dedicated toVan Munching of New
York, exclusive importers of Heineken Beer in
the U.S.A.
Heineken tastes tremendous. No wonder it's
America's #1 imported beer.

KNUTE
proved the appointment, divine inspi
ration notwithstanding.
It's often said that great men go
through a starry merger of ability, hard
work and luck. Rockne enjoyed all
three in abundance. He came on
strong from the beginning, utilizing a
golden tongue with a stageman's
sense of timing and a technician's
grasp of the game. His teams in the
early years met increasingly tougher
competition, winning far more games
than they lost and skyrocketing into
national prominence following Rockne's happy discovery of Ail-American
George Gipp.
The noteworthy Gipp wasn't an AilAmerican in 1916, but a tall freshman
in campus clothes punting a football
for amusement on a deserted field.
One could almost see the gleam in
Rockne's eyes when he saw those 70yard kicks. From Rockne's autobiog
raphy:
"What's your name?" asked the
coach.
"George Gipp," replied the lad. "I
come from Calumet."
"Played high school football?"
Rockne asked.
"Nope," Gipp answered. "Don't
particularly care for it. Baseball's my
dish."
Rockne smiled. Gipp was to go on
to become Notre Dame's first AllAmerican and the greatest football
player in the school's history. He
could and frequently did punt a ball 80
yards in the air, throw it 60 yards and
single-handedly destroy opposing
teams. In 32 college games, Gipp
scored 83 touchdowns.
Gipp, of course, was the source of
one of Rockne's more publicized halftime gambits. The star died in 1920 of a
streptococcic infection of the throat in
a decade barren of antibiotics, leaving
a deathbed request to Rockne that
". . . when things are wrong and the
breaks are beating the boys—tell them
to go in there with all they've got and
win one for the Gipper."
Down to his last trick eight years
later when Army was taking it to Notre
Dame at the end of the first half,
Rockne reached down with a truly in
spired half-time show starring the
memory of George Gipper and The
Last Request. Notre Dame, of course,
went on to win.
In 1922, two years after Gipp's
death, Rockne was to half inspire-half
stumble into another pleasant little
scene of national prominence. Harry

R
Stuhldreher, Don Miller, Jim Crowley
and Elmer Layden didn't play as a
backfield in their freshmen year. They
saw a good deal of action with the first
year outfit, but not as a unit and indi
vidually didn't especially impress
Rockne.
But in the Fall of 1922 Notre Dame
had lost all of its veteran backfield ex
cept for Paul Castner at fullback and
Frank Thomas at QB. Rockne ex
perimented with new talent and
eventually evolved the backfield
combination—Stuhldreher at quarter
back, Layden at fullback and Crowley
and Miller at the halfback spots—that
became known as the "Four Horse
men."
Averaging only 158 pounds, the de
ceptive backfield functioned behind a
rugged line called the "Seven Mules,"
taking the 1924 team undefeated and
untied through ten games against the
country's best. Of Rockne's five un
beaten teams (1919, 1920, 1924, 1929
and 1930) this one was the most widely
heralded, thanks also to Grantland
Rice, who undoubtedly did as much
for college football with his pen as
Rockne did with his Gipper, his for
ward pass and his backfield shift.
Rice, the dean of sportswriters then
and posthumously now, put together a
classic lead paragraph following the
1924 October game between the Fight
ing Irish and Army. From the New
York Herald-Tribune, Oct. 18,1924:
"Outlined against a blue-gray Octo
ber sky, the Four Horsemen rode
again. In dramatic lore they are known
as Famine, Pestilence, Destruction and
Death. These are only aliases. Their
real names are Stuhldreher, Miller,
Crowley and Layden. . . ."

continued from 4t

Somehow Rockne would always
carry it off. 1920 gave him Gipp's last
year, his second undefeated team and
his first so-called national champion
ship. The Four Horsemen and the
Seven Mules gave him his second
crown while his third national title was
won in 1929 when he was seriously ill
with phlebitis.
The pressures—coaching, athletic
direction, public speaking and his own
brilliance—were catching up with
Rockne. His fourth national title, his
last, came in 1930 and, almost to be
expected, he went out in style. Still ill
with a potentially fatal bloodclot,
Rockne guided his team to an unde
feated national championship season
over
the cream
of
Southern
Methodist, Navy, Carnegie Tech,
Pittsburgh, Indiana, Pennsylvania,
Drake, Northwestern, Army and
Southern California.
He even had time for a final stunt,
pulling off another classical psycholog
ical master stroke by letting everyone
believe his team was crippled with the
loss of fullback Lafry Mullins to injury.
Just before the game he switched Paul
(Buck) O'Connor to fullback, fired him
up with the "big chance" idea, and
sprung him on the unsuspecting Tro
jans. Southern Cal lost, 27-0.
In his coaching career Rockne suf
fered only 12 defeats, half of them
coming in two seasons, four in 1928
and two in 1925. His five victories in
'28 still made it a winning season. Of
the 11 other years, five were unbeaten
while six had only one defeat. Four of
the defeats were major upsets: Iowa,
7-10 in 1921; Nebraska, 7-14 and 0-17
in 1923 and 1925, and Carnegie Tech,
0-19 in 1926. He coached a total of 14
All-American players and was voted
the No. 1 coach of football's first cen
tury in 1969, 38 years after his death.
Rockne died in 1931, snuffed out in
a plane crash. He was a complex man,
one who became an orator, an actor, a
scientist, a teacher, a humorist, a psy
chologist, and a salesman.
"Rockne," said Harry Mehre—who
played center for him and later
coached successfully at Georgia and
Mississippi—"sold football to his
players with a positive approach, not
'to die gamely,' but to 'fight to live.'
He brought it up from the thousanddollar class to the million-dollar class.
Rockne captured the imagination of
America."
The country—and the game—still
haven't forgotten.
#
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THIRD STRING QUARTERBACK
that he won't continue there that
makes him strive to perform better
and move up."
Another one says, "It's different
today since freshmen can play. A
freshman quarterback, realistically, is
not ready to play college football and
a year or two of working on the scout
team should be helpful. A lot of good
players can't handle the pressure
mentally, though. In my case, I was
just happy to have a scholarship. That
was reward enough."
One player who spent two years as
a third-unit quarterback, one who
finally reached the pinnacle, says,
"I might not have made it if I hadn't
gained that experience. When I was
doing that, I felt I had to prove some
thing, that I could play quarterback. I
set my mind to that end and it eventu
ally worked out. The one thing you
can't judge about a player is his
mental capacity to cope with the
situation and if he has the strength
to withstand it. A quarterback has got
to be mentally tough at all times. He

has to be in command of those
around him. That's where leadership
comes from. A player can sense it
if a quarterback doesn't have that
quality."
A quarterback who spent five years
in college and never made the first
team says, "Naturally, I wanted to
start, but I was unlucky. I came along
when there were better quarterbacks
ahead of me. But I wouldn't trade
my years on the team for anything. I
think just being on the team was a
great thrill. I have gained lifelong
friends. We had an association that's
hard to describe. It was like being a
part of a large family. We were al
ways together, win or lose."
"The best teams we've had," one
coach says, "were when we had an
excellent athlete who quarterbacked
the scout team. It's simple. He made
the No. 1 defense work harder and
accomplish more. If he had not had
some talent, the defense would not
have had to work as hard. It all goes
hand in hand. The better your third

, jsing ordinaiy binoculars to follow theQuarterback fading
back fora pass andthen switching to a wide receiver sprinting
into the end zone. Can't bedone. Because no matter how
good your binoculars are. you miss a lot of the action if you
can't change focus fast enough.
Bushnell's unique Insta-Focus ends this problem forever.
With Insta-Focus you can change focus asoften as you want
— instantly.
Bushnell binoculars with Insta-Focus are the only binoculars
made specifically for thefan of fast moving sports action.
Racing, hunting, bird watching, anything. Seethem for yourself
in better camera and sporting goods stores everywhere.
For a free catalog write. Bushnell Optical Company, Dept. Tl 76.
Pasadena, California 91107,
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group is, the better your No. 1 group
will be."
The psychological effect on the
third-unit quarterback, of course, de
pends mostly on the individual. If he
does not believe he will improve and
work to that end, he will not help
the overall team.
"Look," says one scout-team quar
terback who never made No. 1. "I
played with the greatest bunch of
guys in the world. I didn't start any
games, but they all respected me. I
was knocked around every day, but
every time I got knocked down, I'd
get up and grin and tell them they
made a good tackle. Pretty soon, they
knew they weren't going to intimidate
me. I got their respect that way.
"I'm not saying everyone could
do that, but I did. And today I've got
as many lasting friendships from my
years on the team as any starter has.
To me, football helped me become a
man. I loved every minute of it."
Clearly, a third-string quarterback
can be a winner, too.
£

Bushnell
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Offices in Tokyo. Vancouver, B.C and Dealers the world over.
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.The
Chevrolet
Awhole new car. A whole new ball game.

Now that's more like it.

TULANE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

MEMPHIS STATE

MARTIN MITCHELL
REGINALD SCOTT
ALTON ALEXIS
MIKE SIMS
PHILLIP TOWNSEND
ARTHUR GREEN
ROBERT BROWN
EDGAR CHARLES

I

A|70

u®C
t£e.
-ycO

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

ROCH HONTAS
DAVID WALTERS
ROBERT MITCHELL
ARTIE LIUZZA
TOMMY CALANDRO
BILL VAN MANEN
JEFFREY GATES

QB
K
K
DB
HB
REC
~ DB

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

RUSTY BROWN
CLIFF VAN METER
BUDDY SEELING
STEWART NANCE
RUSSELL HUBER
KEITH ALEXANDER
JAMES BECNEL
LARRY BURKE

DB
SEC
FB
REC
FB

39
40
41
42
43
44

MARC ROBERT
GARY RUDICK
MIKE PRICE
DON LEMON
NICK ANDERSON
DARRELL GRIFFIN

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

CHARLES GRIFFIN
BILL KRAMER
RAY AUBERT
BRENT BABER
DEWITT METHViN
KENNY QUICK
BUDDY SEELING
PAUL MUDRICH
CHIP FORTE
BOB BECNEL
JAMES LONG
TOMMY BOUDREAUX
CHRIS DOYLE

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
94
99

.
PERCY MILLET
RENE LORIO
LARRY BIZZOTTO
TOM MILFELT
CLEVELAND JOSEPH
JACK GULLISON
GENE FORTE
JOE SILIPO
_
JOHN JOHN
WAYNE LEMELLE
MARK JONES
RICK KELLY
JOHN CAMACHE
HAROLD VILLERE
ERIC LAAKSO
WALTER ROBELOT
GERRY SHERIDAN
DAVID MUNSON
JOE DUNPHY
ZACK MITCHELL
BARRY MORRIS
JEFF CARNES
THADDEUS LEE
RENE FAUCHEAUX
ALFRED JONES
RICKY SMITH
JEFF SMITH
BLANE WOODFIN
DAVID VICKNAIR
RICKY DUNAWAY
TERRY WILLIAMS

FB
RB
SEC
RB
REC
REC
ZZZlLB
LB
LB
FB
FB
MG
C
LB
LB
C
LB
MG
OG
LB
C
DT
OT
OG
OG
DT
OG
OT
OG
DT
OT
OT
DT
MG
DT
OT
MG
OT
OG
OT
DT
TE
TE
TE
DE
DE
TE
DE
DE
REG

LB

LB

REC
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outUA
cdbtaL- ...

1

JAMES MOODY _

5

KIPPY BROWN

9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24

REGGIE ARMSTEAD
BRUCE HILTON
KEVIN BETTS
ARIEH HAIMOVITCH
BOBBY WILLIAMS
HUGH OWENS
KEITH BOWDEN _
STEVE BERRONG
RICKY RIVAS
ERNEST GRAY
EDDIE HIGHTOWER
KEITH WRIGHT
LEO CAGE
EDDIE HILL
BOB ORIANS

31
32
33
35
37
40
41
42
43
44
45
47

MARTY HAMMOCK
MIKE BATES
JAMES KING
ZACKY BUTLER
NELSON HUNT
JAMES STEWART
JIM MINCEY
KEITH SIMPSON
ANTHONY OGGS
KRAIG PRIDE
REUBEN GIBSON
DARRELL ANDERSON

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
59
61
62
63
64
66
67
69
70
71
72
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
86
90
92
93
94
95
96
99

JONAH DANIEL
RALPH GRIFFIN
BOB RUSH
KEITH BUTLER
BUD SIPFLE
GLENN SNODGRASS
PETE SCATAMACCHIA
MIKE ZDANCEWICZ
KYLE HILLIARD
EDDIE GOODWIN
BEN HOWARD
GREG SPIROS
KEN NIEMASECK
EARLY JONES
GREG VORAN
BENNIE TILLMAN
EARL WILSON
BOB JORDAN
DON CARROLL
DAVID CROWELL
HARRY BISSINGER
SAM HURST
BOB BLACKMON
JOHN LEE
RANDY SMALLEY
HANK MURLEY
BILL AUSTIN
RICHARD O'BRYANT
STEVE CACCIOLA ......
EDDIE SIGMAN
TOMMY BATEMAN
TIM CRUSE
JOHN REGISTER
STEVE KING
MIKE CASINELLI
VIRGIL PEARCY
STEVE LINCOLN
MARK ALLISON

DB
QB
QB
K
K
P
DB
FL
WR
WR
RB
FB

c

-

_

IB
DT
C
NG
-C
IB
OG
DT
OG
DT
-DT
-OG
OG
OT
OT
DT
OT
OT
NG
OG
DT
OT
-TE
TE

DE
DE
DC
LB-P
.«
DE
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Touch-tune to any channel (2 to 83, VHF or UHF)

f directly, without going through all the channelsyou do not want.

Touch-tune silently, effortlessly in 3/10 of a second with the
accuracy of adigital computer, with the ease of a pushbutton
telephone.
Touch-tune at the set or from up to 40 feet away.
See the channel number flash on the screen, then magically disappear.
See a most remarkablecolor picture because you tune with computer
precision.
Now the Magnavox Star System™ lets you enjoy television like you've
never enjoyed it before. And all with thetouch of one finger
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THE GREAT GAMES
^3.ime of the Week?Came of the
Year? Game of the Decade? Or Game
of the Century? Whatever your choice,
the American public has been treated
to the best of NCAA football televised
by ABC Sports which has captured the
color and clamor of "the college
game" for the past 10 consecutive
years.
It has been a decade of glitter on the
gridiron where all too often that fine
line between delirium and despair is
drawn by an inch of the sideline chain,
a second's tick on the scoreboard
clock or an unpredictable bounce of
the ball on the goal-post cross-bar.
These are but a few of the ingre
dients which have spiced the college
football menu over the past 10 years,
and for a sampler of the decade's Top
Ten televised titanics, producer Chuck
Howard went out on the limb.
"There's been a wide variety of truly
outstanding games over the years,"
Howard said, "and coming up with the
top 10 hasn't been easy. The games I
have selected, however, are particular
classics and should stir vivid memories
from football fans all over."
When it comes to the best of college
football, the Emmy Award winning
producer literally has seen them all.
Here are Howard's "Top Ten:"
• Spartan fans have not forgotten. And
Irish fans have not forgiven. It all
began with the greatest build-up ac
corded a college football game in
modern times. A classic showdown. A
heralded epic. A monumental battle. It
was No. 1 ranked Notre Dame facing
No. 2 ranked Michigan State, both un
defeated and untied, in what some
had called "The Game of the Cen
tury." An over-flow throng of 80,011
crammed in Spartan Stadium (regular
seating capacity: 76,000) and the rau
cous rooters of that Saturday afternoon,
Nov. 19, 1966, sat drained and dehyd
rated after Notre Dame's Joe Azzaro
kicked a 28-yard field goal on the first
play of the fourth quarter to tie the
game at 10-10. With Irish quarterback
Terry Hanratty injured on the
sidelines, unknown Coley O'Brien was
in field command of Ara Parseghian's
troops who were battling the Spartans
to a fourth period standoff. As the
clock wore down, tension rose both
on the field and in the stands. Who
would get the next break? A penalty
• • • a fumble recovery ... a pass in
terception . . . something . . . any
thing. But my Cod, not a tie! In the
final minutes Notre Dame took over
first-and-10 on its own 30. Desperation
pass? Trick play? Parseghian said NO,
and time was running out. Six ground

Late of Notre Dame, Ara Parsegian had teams which were major factors in two of
the ten best games televised over the last 10 years.

THE BEST OF10
YE4RSONTV
by Donn Bernstein, Media Director, ABC Sports

plays later, the final gun sounded leav
ing emblazoned on the Spartan
Stadium scoreboard a 10-10 verdict
which became one of the most
talked-about and second-guessed
games in the history of college foot
ball. It was the final game of the sea
son for Duffy Daugherty's Spartans
while Ara Parseghian and his Irish
went on to beat USC and win the na
tional title.
• Everything was at stake! The national
championship. The Big Eight title. And
pride between two of the nation's
most respected football powers of
1971. Bob Devaney's Nebraska Cornhuskers
ranked
No. 1
and/
spearheaded by Jerry Tagge and
Johnny Rodgers, were going into
Norman, Oklahoma to battle Chuck
Fairbanks' Sooners, ranked No. 2 and
led by Jack Mildren and Gregg Pruitt.
It was to be a bloodbath, witnessed by
63,385 fanatic fans who packed Owen

HI

Field on November 25, 1971. Would
you believe that by midway in the final
period 59 points had been scored?
With 7:05 remaining in the game, Ne
braska was behind, 31-28, and started
to drive from its own 26 yard line.
Plowing 74 yards in 12 plays, runningback Jeff Kinney scored the last of
his four touchdowns of the day by
plunging two yards over left tackle
with 1:38 left on the clock as the
Cornhuskers captured the conference
crown and the national championship,
35-31. Nebraska went on to beat Ala
bama in the Orange Bowl and Okla
homa took its frustration out on Au
burn in the Sugar Bowl winning 40-22.
• The President of the United States
was there. The Rev. Dr. Billy Graham
gave the invocation. And native Glenn
Campbell returned to Arkansas to root
on the Hogs. So did the majority of
the 44,500 standing room only crowd
in Razorback Stadium, proud and boiscontinued on 15t
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Best of 10 Years

The Statue of Liberty Play. The Single Wing. The A Formation. This Fall,
we're bringing you the greatest plays in the history of football. And the
greatest players.
You'll see it all on the Fireman's Fund Flashbacks, a fantastic half-time
show on every NCAA Game of the Week on ABC. Every week, we'll look at the
teams that are playing, and play back some of the most incredible moments
in their history. As far back as 25 years ago.
We're bringing you these games and these Flashbacks so we can tell you
all about your local Independent Insurance Agent. He's a man who represents
many fine insurance companies. So he can choose the coverage that's best for
you. And when he chooses us, we want you to know he's done the right thing.
So much for the commercial. Here's the schedule* of games for this Fall:
Tuesday - Sept. 7
UCLA at Arizona State
Saturday1 Sept. 11 Pittsburgh at Notre Dame
Tulsa at Oklahoma State
South Carolina at
Georgia Tech.
Houston at Baylor
Saturday - Sept. 18 Ohio Stateat Penn State
Georgia at Clemson
Colorado at
Washington
Yale at Brow
Saturday - Sept. 25 Tennessee at Auburn
San Jose State at Stanford ,
Massachusetts at Harvard
Saturday - Oct. 2
To be announced.
Saturday - Oct. 9 • Oklahoma Sbsfexas
Saturday - Oct. 16 To be announced. ~

Saturday - Oct. 23
Saturday - Oct, 30
Saturday - Nov. 6
Saturday - Nov, 13

To be announced.
To be announced,
To be announced.
Alabama at Notre Dame
2nd game to be announced. '
(*»., Saturday - Nov. 20 Michigan at Ohio State
(• NX
USC at UCLA.
j|Y\\ Thursday - Nov. 25 To be announced.
1
Friday - Nov. 26
Oklahoma at Nebraska
Penh State at Pittsburgh

Saturday - Dec. 14 Arkansas at Texas
Monday - Dec. 27
Gator Bowl
Saturday - Jan. 1
Sugar Bowl

•Schedule may vary in your area. Check your local newspaper.

FIREMAN'S FUND FLASHBACKS ON ABC-TV.
Fireman's Fund Insurance Companies. Home office: SanFrancisco. Look for your Fireman's Fund Agent in theYellow Pages.

terous University of Arkansas fans clad
in traditional red, who had come for
what Texas' Darrell Royal had prophet
ically dubbed "The Big Shootout." It
took place on a raw, gray December 6
afternoon in 1969. College football was
celebrating its 100th year and Coach
Frank Broyles of Arkansas respectfully
acknowledged the Centennial by in
stalling artifical turf in Razorback
Stadium. Both Texas and Arkansas
sported 9-0-0 records going into the
game and were ranked No. 1 and No.
2, respectively. The national champi
onship and Southwest Conference ti
tles were on the line. It was another
one of those tailor-made titanics as the
eyes of the college football world were
focused on Fayetteville, Arkansas
(pop: 30,000). Ahead 14-0 after three
quarters of play, one might conclude
that Arkansas was having things its
own way. Texas argued to the con
trary. And quite convincingly. Towards
the end of the third period, Royal's
roughnecks had started an 80-yard
march, interrupted only by the sound
of the quarter gun. On the first play of
the fourth stanza, quarterback James
Street scrambled 42 yards for a
touchdown on a broken play. The call
was for a pass, but with no receivers in
sight. Street picked up some excellent
downfield blocking and danced down
the right side to make it 14-6. Darrell
Royal honored his signal caller by
selecting him the man to advance over
left tackle and register a crucial twopoint conversion. Against some hefty
Arkansas adversaries, Street ac
complished his mission and the Hogs
were sweating in Fayetteville. With a
little over six minutes remaining in the
quarter, Texas had the ball on its own
36 yard line and used over two min
utes in advancing seven yards to the
43. At that point with a palpitating
fourth-and-three situation, Street
completed a desperation 44-yard pass
to Randy Peschel who enhanced the
artistry of the action by making a di
ving catch at the Arkansas 13 yard line.
Two plays later Jim Bertelsen ran two
yards over left guard to score and a
Longhorn by the name of Happy Feller
became quite a happy fella as he
booted the extra point to give Texas a
15-14 victory. It was a shootout that
indeed lived up to its billing. Texas
went on to defeat Notre Dame in the
Cotton Bowl and Ole Miss tripped Ar
kansas in the Sugar Bowl.
• Outsiders still wonder what John
McKay told his football team during

continued from 13t

The National Championship and the SWC
title mere on the line mhen Frank Broyles
(above) hosted Texas in the "Big Shoot
out" in 1969.
halftime. A quorum of the 90,814 fans
sitting in the Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum on the afternoon of Nov. 30,
1974, hoped that the USC coach would
deliver an extra-special message. It
must have been a dilly! The Trojans,
came out with fire in their eyes as they
embarked upon one of college foot
ball's greatest comebacks. Anthony
Davis, who had tallied USC's only
touchdown in the first half (on a sec
ond period seven yard pass from QB
Pat Haden) ignited the fiery turnabout
by taking the opening kickoff of the
second half and scooting 100 yards to
the dismay of Ara Parseghian and his
fighting Irish. Four more third quarter
touchdowns were to come: two by
Davis on six and four yard scamps and
two by receiver John McKay, who col
lected 18 and 44 yard TD aerials from
his old high school battery mate,
Hayden. Those 35 points in the third
period were the most ever scored in
one stanza against the Irish. Adding
insult to injury, Shelton Diggs reeled
in a 16-yard touchdown pass from
Hayden and Charlie Phillips raced
back a 58-yard interception (one of
three he had on the day) for a TD as 14
fourth quarter points went on the
board to give USC its biggest win ever
over Notre Dame, 55-24. Davis' four
touchdowns a record? No sir! "A.D."
scored six times against the Irish in
1972 . . . without a halftime sermon by
the coach. The Trojans won handily
that year, 45-23.
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Of the following six games on Chuck
Howard's Top Ten of the Decade list,
three of them were decided by one
point; one by two points and two by
three points. The games are listed
in chronological order:
• Texas A&M coach Gene Stallings
spoke clearly and authoritatively. He
told his kickoff man, All-American
linebacker Bill Hobbs, not to kick to
Southern Methodist's Jerry Levias. The
Aggies had just climaxed a 58-yard,
13-play scoring drive which put them
ahead of SMU, 17-13, in college foot
ball's opening game of the 1967 sea
son. It was a see-saw battle from the
outset at A&M's Kyle Field and with a
flimsy four point lead late in the fourth
period, Stallings wanted to play it safe.
Keep the ball away from the danger
ous Levias, he ordered. As one might
already conjecture, Hobbs sailed the
pigskin into Jerry Levias' waiting arms
and the flashy Mustang took it from
his own 24 to the 42. With regular
quarterback Mike Livingston on the
sidelines, a pint-sized (5'-6" might be
stretching it) signal caller named Inez
Perez completed five straight passes
(including three for 29, 11 and 12
yards) and it was first-and-10 on the
Aggie six yard line with time running
out. On second down at the six and
four seconds left on the clock, Perez
pierced Levias in the end zone and
SMU eked out a 20-17 victory. Texas
A&M bounced back to win six league
games, collect the Southwest Confer
ence championship and defeat Ala
bama in the Cotton Bowl. SMU, on the
other hand, lost its next seven straight
games and finished the 1967 season
with a dismal 3-7 mark.
continued on 18t
Heisman Trophy Winner Gary Beban of
UCLA mas outdueled by 0. J. and com
pany in 1967.

AND OTHER TURFS
by Del Black, Kansas City STAR

by many schools.

>od sod, the rug, the carpet.
Most major college gridirons are wallto-wall artificial turf.
Groundskeepers who shook their
heads in wonderment as the carpet
was installed often curse the greenthatched surface and harken to the
good old days" when they could
negotiate a lawn mower instead of a
vacuum cleaner and replace a divot
rather than wield a brush to remove
stains.
But it was these same custodians of
the turf who before the late '60s
cringed when it rained on game days,
fought with coaches who demanded
to practice when they wanted to wa
ter and despised every band director
and stomping musician-it always
rained on Band Day—who dared prac
tice and/or perform on the precious
blades of turf.
The Saturday afternoon quagmire
has become surfing on the turf for
football players. Certainly, photo
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graphers are unable to capture the
futility of mud-caked combatants, but
fans who °nce delighted in seeing
8 by un|dentifiablf
nartt^ V
participants can get just as much of a

ding football
°f 3 skid"
From the press box, writers and
sportscasters don't have to guess who
is carrying the ball, who made the
tackle, or from what yard-line the ac
tion is taking place.
Most coaches wig agree that artifiMmc Th'®
backdrop for a better
game. The quick and swift benefit The
slow and plodding look quicker and
swifter until overmatched and outmanned. And that becomes a coaching

r::Zrany su,,a« "d -

Mod-sod madness began with the
construction of the Astrodome in
Houston, when officials realized natu
ral grass wouldn't grow inside a buildmg.

To fit the need, AstroTurf was in
vented. And competition for other
playing fields — most of
them
outdoors—saw the development and
installation of artificial playing surfaces
called Tartan and Poly-Turf.
Possibly, for a better reason than
any, installation of artificial turf be
came a status symbol, a ploy in recruit
ing.
AstroTurf has a grassy-type, blade
like texture while the other two re
semble carpet.
Most groundskeepers contend that
artificial turf is more difficult to main
tain. Instead of spending an hour to
mow the grass field, two hours is re
quired to do a proper job of vacuum
ing the sod. But as one groundskeepe r
noted, he doesn't have to sweep as
often as he did mow.
"The biggest problem is getting
burns off," one tender of the turf said.
Sometimes when players are tackled
they put burns six feet long in the turf
U'I' J their shoes, which fuse the
blades together. In other words, the
tips melt together, and you have to
use a steel comb to break them
loose."
Gum, especially early in the Fall, is a
sticky challenge for groundskeepers.
Cigarette burns and stains instigated
by chewing tobacco are also aggravat
ing and time-consuming to keepers of
the green.
Making the conversion from real
grass to artificial surface definitely be
comes a need in stadiums that are
multi-purpose facilities," another
stadium manager said. "Taxpayers
have helped most of these and they
should be able to enjoy them. Look at
the possibilities these facilities
offer—rock concerts, graduations, intramurals, state-wide activities of
interest, and even religious and politi
cal gatherings.
To stage about anything other than
football, you might have to protect the
surface from damage by putting down
plyboard or canvas. Such protective
measures will cost as much as $10,000
or more.
Also, what if you have a football
game in the rain or after a rain on a
true-grass field in your season opener?
You tear it up so bad that it never
continued on 211

\kars ago, Papa Cribari
made a wine just for when
family & friends sat down together.
Nothing^ changed.

After 80 years, thesame reason people still go toa football game
is the samereason people still gatherover a jug of Cribari wine...
to sit down together and enjoy!
Enjoy Cribari red, white, roseand — if your side won — champagne.
Before the game, athome watching the game on TV, in the post game celebration.
And in the old-fashioned jUg.
B. Cribari & Sons, San Francisco, California

Best of 10 Years
continued from 15t

OF
HYATT
*. your very own
limousine

When you stay at Hyatt on Union Square and have business in San
Francisco's Financial District.. .we'll take you there and back in a
chauffeured limousine. Between eight and ten in the morning...four and
six in the afternoon. Complimentary of course.
One of the many special touches.. .all uniquely Hyatt. A Touch of Hyatt.
It means we're doing whatever it takes to make you
want to stay with us... again.

HYATT HOTELS©
We're looking forward for you.
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800-228-9000 Gets you Hyatt.
Worldwide. Toll Free.

• O.J. Simpson was a year away from
winning the Heisman Trophy. But as
far as 90,772 Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum fans were concerned, the
talented Trojan running back should
have been handed the coveted award
immediately after the USC-UCLA bash
of Nov. 18, 1967. And if the trophy was
to be given on that day, a piece of it
should have gone to placekicker Rikki
Aldridge. Simpson's 64-yard TD romp
with less than five minutes remaining
in the 37th annual cross-city classic
tied the game at 20-20, and it was Al
dridge who punctuated the victory. O.
J. rushed for 177 yards in 30 carries
and ironically, it was UCLA quarter
back Gary Beban who was awarded
college football's most treasured
prize. Beban, receiver George Farmer
and rusher Greg Jones fought gallantly
against the Trojans, but Simpson,
Steve Sogge, Earl McCullouch and
Outland Trophy winner Ron Yary ulti
mately proved to be a point better.
The Rose Bowl was at stake and John
McKay's Trojans went on to defeat In
diana while the following week the
down-trodden Bruins of Tommy Prothro lost to Syracuse.
(Tying this game on Chuck Howard's
poll was the 1969 USC-UCLA game,
won by the Trojans, 14-12, on a last
minute pass from Jimmy Jones to Sam
Dickersongood for 32-yards. UCLA
failed on both two-point conversion
attempts. The Bruins' signal caller was
Dennis Dummit. Both teams went into
the game undefeated and with one tie
apiece. USC went on to defeat Michi
gan in the Rose Bowl.)
Over 1,000 yards in total offense
went into the books after Ole Miss
and Alabama went after each other in
Birmingham's Legion Field on the
night of October 4, 1969. Between
both teams, there were 81 passes
thrown and only one intercepted. Mis
sissippi's Archie Manning threw 52 of
those passes and completed 33 for 436
yards and two scores. It wasn't
enough. Scott Hunter of Alabama hit
22 of 29 passes for 300 yards and
one touchdown. It was enough. In
one of the wildest nip-and-tuck offen
sive shows of all-time, Bear Bryant's
Crimson Tide prevailed, 33-32. Ole
Miss led, 26-21, early in the fourth
quarter. 'Bama came back with a 67yard drive and took a one point lead,
27-26. John Vaught's Rebels retaliated
with a 64-yard march in three plays
and resumed the lead, 32-27. All of this
I happened in eight minutes. Not to be
continued on 22t
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^^ollege football's most lastingcon
tribution to American culture could
be epicurean. Twenty-five centuries
from now, as social scientists attempt
to unravel the significance of our era,
their research may show it was some
time in the 20th century that Ameri
cans developed the quaint tribal cus
tom ... tailgating.
Man, his mate and groups of
friends, a scholarly paper may reveal,
would unwind every seventh day in
the autumn of the year by packing
very delicious picnic meals, stowing
them in the back of their elongated
road vehicles, then journeying to the
parking areas of great playing fields.
There they would encamp, spread
out the food on a fold-down type of
door (called the tail gate) at the rear
of their road vehicle, and picnic in
the lovely autumn sun. Later they
would join thousands of others in
seats built around the playing field,
watching students from opposing
universities hurdle themselves at one
another in some sort of rowdy game.
The scholarly study of 25 centuries
hence will go on to hypothesize that
while the rowdy game has long since
been forgotten, the quaint tailgating
custom was the actual origin of such
modern diversions as lunargating (run
ning the old space ship up to the
moon for a day of picnicking) and
Marsgating (a week long camp out on
Mars).
However, we 20th century earthlings must still be concerned with
something good to eat at our next
tailgate party. So here are some nifty
portable ideas — the first two from
The R. T. French Company Test Kitch
ens in Rochester, New York, with the
Soul Picnic menu contributed by Cribari Wines.
Frankly Delicious Stew is hot and
hearty and just right for autumn ap
petites. It is easily and quickly made
from ingredients that you're likely to
have on hand, and the combination

of franks and beans gets a special fla
vor boost from prepared yellow mus
tard. A vacuum container filled with
Frankly Delicious Stew will be the star
attraction of any tailgate feast.
Cheese and Macaroni Salad is the
perfect traveling companion for the

stew. The flavor fashion for fall is
the creamy dressing which is easily
created with an envelope of cheese
sauce mix.
Serve with celery and green pepper
sticks, fresh pears, chocolate brown
ies and hot coffee.

A HEARTY TAILGATE MEAL FILLS THE BILL ON A COOL AUTUMN AFTERNOON
FRANKLY DELICIOUS STEW
1 pound frankfurters, sliced

or until chicken is tender. Add wine to
thin sauce if necessary. Wrap in foil to
keep warm.

1 cup pineapple juice
2 cans (1 -lb. each) pork and beans
V* cup Yellow Mustard
2 tablespoons brown sugar
Combine all ingredients in sauce pan;
heat to boiling. Simmer 5 minutes. 6
servings.

CUCUMBER SALAD
3 cucumbers, peeled
1 teaspoon sugar or honey
V* cup wine vinegar
salt and and pepper
2 large tomatoes
Cut cucumbers in cubes and sprinkle
with sugar, vinegar, salt and pepper. This
salad improves with storing in the
refrigerator, and can last for several days.
Add tomatoes right before serving.

CHEESE AND MACARONI SALAD
2 cups uncooked shell or elbow maca1 cup diced celery
V* cup instant Minced Onion
1 envelope (11A-oz.) Cheese Sauce Mix
Vi cup mayonnaise
1/2 cup milk
Cook macaroni in salted water until
tender; drain and chill. Combine with
celery and onion. Stir together until
smooth contents of cheese sauce en
velope, mayonnaise, and milk. Add to
mix lightly. 6 servings.
EVEN MORE SOUL PICNIC
PEANUT BUTTER CHICKEN
1 frying chicken, cut in pieces
salt and pepper
dash garlic salt
3 oz. peanut butter
1/2 cup VIN ROSE
Brown chicken pieces in butter,
season with salt and pepper and garlic
salt. Thin peanut butter with wine; add
to pan in which chicken is browning
and simmer on low heat for 40 minutes,

APPLE BREAD
1 cup finely diced apple
1 stick butter
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
2 cups sifted flour
1 tablespoon baking powder
V* cup chopped walnuts
dash salt
Blend butter and sugar together; add
beaten eggs, then apple. Sift flour,
baking powder and salt, and blend into
apple mixture; then add nuts. Bake in
buttered loaf pan at 325° for 45 minutes.

ACCESSORIES
thermos of coffee
salt and pepper, cream and sugar
TV tables, plates, silverware
watermelon, napkins
backyard-type folding chairs (Serves 6)
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MOD SOD
comes back again that season. You
can't rebuild it then. You have to wait
until the next spring. Then you're
fighting spring practice.
"Really, you never catch up. And in
trying to catch up you pour in the
money.
"For those with real grass fields,
there is always the tendency of expect
ing too much from it, but giving it too
little. I'd say this is the case most of
the time. I know that most schools will
spend money to supply equipment
and adequate personnel to maintain
artificial-turf fields, but when they
were asked to do the same for the real
grass, they'd back down and tell the
groundskeeper to do the best with
what he had.
"I've seen situations where a ton of
fertilizer, a load of sod or several bags
of grass seed would have done the
job, but funds or co-operation were
refused.
"A groundskeeper could get fired if
his field didn't meet the approval of a
college president or athletic director,
but with the artificial turf he can sur
vive while the installation people take
the blame and a guarantee from the
company goes on the line."
Stadium expansion often lends itself
to the installation of artificial turf be
cause fields can be lowered and addi
tional prime-rate seating can be in
stalled at field levels that wouldn't be
possible because of drainage and con
struction difficulties surrounding natu
ral grass.
Rain and sometimes snow will soak
the artificial turf, but because football
fields have crowns, drainage is seldom
a problem. For stadiums with
squeegee equipment, the roll-off of
moisture can be quickened and fewer
problems are realized as far as players'
footing and traction.
Probably the loudest screams of an
guish from the blanketing of turf
across the nation's collegiate grid
irons have come from doctors and
trainers, who must treat injuries they
believe are an upshoot of artificial sur
faces.
Studies and surveys have substan
tiated their claims, and there have
been few dissenters that playing on
natural grass would be better and, yes,
the artificial surface leaves something
to be desired when it comes to living
with injury, especially of the knee and
ankle variety.
To meet the challenge, medical and

safety personnel have made sugges
tions for change in cleats, shoes and
even tackling and blocking rules.
Because the day-to-day practice
grind can take its toll on player's feet
and legs, many schools have built nat
ural grass practice fields. Coaches
have discovered that steady work on
the mod sod can take the spring from
an athlete's legs, and a couple ses
sions on natural grass can be a possi
ble game-saving move.
Also, not all opponents have artifi
cial playing surfaces, and when the
schedule dictates such an encounter,
the natural grass practice field can be a
strategic maneuver.
Despite the predictions of a dooms
day for the artificial turf and its
drawbacks—injuries, heat, early fault
and lack of perfection in materials and
installation—most of the playing sur
faces now carpeted will remain that
way.
"I don't care what they say and pre
dict," one noted groundskeeper of
fers, "they're here to stay. There will
always be injuries in football. Just as
weather will not always be ideal to
play in.

"I know of coaches who believed
wet, muddy fields were the cause of
the bulk of their injuries. Nobody was
standing up and shouting about doing
away with natural grass fields, were
they?
"Really, I'd like to see more compe
tition among manufacturers of the
stuff (artificial turf). I believe some of
the trouble with it is that while putting
in all these fields, the companies were
just finding out how to do it and their
scientists and laboratory people were
just beginning to touch on a product
that they, if given time and research,
could make better and better.
"I once told a company representa
tive that he was in a great businessone that his outfit was getting a halfmillion dollars to experiment with a
product.
"You can argue that maybe the arti
ficial turf was hurried along and came
at the wrong time. Just look at how
many more good grasses and chemi
cals to make soil and grass better have
been developed over the last two or
three years."
The debate goes on. So does the
game.
®
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denied, the Tide rolled again, going 80
yards in 11 plays as Hunter hit George
Ranager with a 14-yard TD strike on
fourth-and-10. Ranager and teammate
David Bailey, also a receiver (who
caught nine passes for 115 yards) came
from Meridian, Mississippi. It was ob
vious that John Vaught wasn't at the
border when the Bear slipped these
two prizes across the state line.
• At 30 years of age, Tennessee's Bill
Battle had quickly established himeslf
as one of college football's brightest
young coaches. His 1971 confrontation
with Auburn's Shug Jordan, one of the
most distinguished veterans of the
game, provided a unique contrast
when the Tigers and Vols went to war
in Neyland Stadium on Sept. 25. Ten
nessee placekicker George Hunt had
put the Vols in front of Auburn, 9-3,
on field goals of 45, 30 and 50 yards.
Archie Griffin ran well against the Wol
Over six minutes remained in the
verines in 1974, but the hero of the game
game when Tennessee fumbled at the
was placekicker Tom Klaban.
Tiger 14 yard line after driving from its
own 20. Auburn's Pat Sullivan, the
Heisman Trophy Winner, launched an
86-yard drive almost entirely through
the air, hitting on five key passes, in
cluding two to Ail-American Terry
Beasley who recharged his battery
after being soundly shaken by a Bobby
Majors tackle in the second quarter.
Harry Unger scored on a five yard
running play with 2:44 left in the game
and placekicker Gardner Jett split the
uprights to give Auburn a 10-9
triumph. Bill Battle grew a little older
that day, but regrouped his Vols as he
piloted them to a 10-2 season and a
14-13 win over Arkansas in the Liberty
Bowl. Auburn (9-2-0) lost to Oklahoma
Big 10 Commissioner Wayne Duke could
in the Sugar Bowl, 40-22.
not announce the winner of the Ohio
State-Michigan State game in 1974 until
This game was equivocated by
40 minutes after the game.
Chuck Howard to the TennesseeGeorgia 17-17 deadlock played in Ney
land Stadium in 1968. Down 17-9 with
the clock running out, Tennessee
quarterback Bubba Wyche hit Gary
Kreis on a fourth-and-21 situation on
the final play of the game. Wyche then
fired to tight end Ken DeLong for the
tying two-point conversion.)
• The final score was not officially rec
orded until 40 minutes after the game.
It took that long for Big Ten Commis
sioner Wayne Duke to reach referee
Gene Calhoun and obtain the verdict.
In one of the most chaotic, confusing
and controversial clashes ever, Michi
gan State emerged a 16-13 winner over
Ohio State in a game played at East
Lansing's Spartan Stadium on Nov. 9,
1974. With five minutes to go, Michi-
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gan State's Charlie Baggett tossed a
44-yard TD pass to Mike Jones making
the score 13-9 in favor of the Buckeyes.
A
two-point conversion attempt
failed. Two minutes later, MSU had
the ball back and Levi Jackson raced 88
yards to score. Hans Nielsen con
verted and the underdog Spartans
moved into a 16-13 lead. When Ohio
State took over, Cornelius Green at
tempted a pass on first down and al
though a Spartan linebacker appeared
to have intercepted, an official said
no, the ball was trapped. Green led
the Buckeyes from their own 29 to a
first-and-IO at the Michigan State 11
with a minute to go. On first down,
Archie Griffin goes up the middle for
five. Second and five on the six . . .

there are 29 seconds left on the clock
. . . Champ Henson picks up five . . .
first-and-goal on the one . . . Henson
tries the middle for no gain . . . clock
still running as Buckeyes scurry to the
huddle . . . backs are moving as final
play starts . . . Green fumbles and
Brian Baschnagel scoops up ball and
runs into end zone . . goal line official
signals TD . . . but the referee had
already indicated that time had run
out. Both teams claimed victory
and there was pandemonium among
the 78,533 witnesses in Spartan
Stadium. Commissioner Duke made
his way from the press box to the field
and finally to the officials' dressing
room where referee Calhoun put the
record straight once and for all:
Michigan State was the winner, 16-13.
Game films clearly indicate that Mr.
Calhoun signaled time had run out be
fore the start of the play, but for 40
minutes afterwards, the teams in
volved and the college football world
were kept in the dark.
• There were all-Americans all o.ver
the field when Michigan and Ohio
State played for the 71st time in Co
lumbus on Nov. 23, 1974. The Buck
eyes had eight, including such stal
warts as Archie Griffin, Neal Colzie
and Pete Cusick. Michigan didn't have
to take a back seat either with the likes
of such defensive demons as Don
Dufek, Dave Brown and Tim Davis. But
it was the little-known walkon by the
name of Tom Klaban who stole the
headlines that day. The unheralded
OSU placekicker booted four field
goals, the last one a monumental 43yarder to give the Buckeyes a 12-10 vic
tory and their third straight trip to the
Rose Bowl. Klaban had kicked three in
the second quarter (47, 25 and 43
yards) and his four-for-the-day set an
OSU record. Klaban's performance
may have not been more than a game
statistic had Michigan's Tom Lantry
connected on a 3-yard attempt on a
second-and-four situation with 16 sec
onds remaining in the game. Lantry
had tried earlier in the quarter on a
57-yard effort, but it fell short. He had
put three points on the board (a 47yarder) shortly after Denny Franklin
had thrown a 42-yard TD pass to Gil
Chapman in Michigan's only scoring
output during the first quarter. But it
was Klaban who emerged as the
game's hero and for his efforts, Coach
Woody Hayes gave the placekicker a
"field commission" by awarding him a
0
scholarship after the game.
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SOUND INVESTMENT IDEAS,
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Dean Witter knows people. And people know Dean Witter. More
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Today, you can prepare for your future
by saving at Hibernia...
Many of the same things Orleanians saved for in the past are
probably important to you, too.And with today'scosts, the need
to save for those things is more necessary than ever before.
At Hibernia, we encourage you to develop the positive habit of
saving regularly by setting aside a planned amount eachmonth.
Although hit-and-miss deposits are better than none at all,
the ideal is to get into the habit of saving regularly. If you in
sist to yourself that you make a deposit in your account every
month without fail, the habit of saving will become routine.
Come see meor the peopleat any ofHibernia's fourteen officesto
open yoursavings account. Wehave avariety of savingsplans to
provide the greatest benefitsfor your individual needs. We'llpay
you the highest interest any bankcan offer you. With themoney
you save and the interest we add to it, you'll be financially
ready for whatever tomorrow brings."

HIBERNIA
NATIONAL BANK __

When your car is worth caring for, Pennzoil is worth asking lor.
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N F L was 30 Years Late

But the conferences went on and
on. One day someone would ask:
Would you explain to us all about

The First - and - Last Atomic

never seen anyone in a football

Another day I was asked to explain

uniform who threw so poorly.

the education system. Then, the

I was appalled at the idea at
first. Me, a 23-year-old second
lieutenant, who had joined up at
20, a year out of college and after
a year and a half as a reporter.

By Cro Duplantier

Louis Cardinals beating the San
Diego Chargers 20-10 before
38,000 mystified Japanese.
Played as part of the interminable
bicentennial celebration, it was
billed as the first National Football
League game played outside of
North America.
And I'm sure it was, the NFL
records department being what it is.
But it was not by a long-shot
the first American football game

cheerladers from among your ladies
in the surrounding area and some
of them brought a couple of little
brothers to train as water boys.

Finally the big day arrived and
we had a surprise. Two or three
thousand Japanese showed up,

subject and a couple of visits to

games, in their best outfits,

my favorite dentist, I made the

and later a great pro player.

magnificent kimonos. The men in

startling announcement: "This year

the Public Relations Officer for

Bertelli had been an all American

their best western style suits.

on January 1, in Japan, there will

the Second Marine Division which

quarterback at Notre Dame before

be a bowl game, just as there will

was the occupation force for the

he joined the Marines.

the war was at and end and most
of us were waiting impatiently for
our tickets home.

And it was given nourishment

like a shotgun, he'd get the ball
and head for the middle, roaring,
the opposition, scaring hell out of

U. S. Marines. Older folks will

With the occupation, of course,

his meanest for the rest of the

everyone, even use on the sidelines.

remember that Osmanski was an all

The germ of an idea was born.

way he knew how. He was at
game. Setting up in something

to tell their friends.

American fullback at Holy Cross

Nagasaki area.

In the second half he decided
the only way to win was the only

they wanted to know and it was

second and last war-time atomic
explosion.
In those long ago days I was

Everyone but Osmanski, that is.

those Japanese we saw regularly

months before by the world's

After several discussion of that

be in several cities in the United
States."
And so the teams were

by the daily visits I used to have

organized, an all-American in

from a half-dozen or so Japanese

charge of each.

the ladies, as ladies at all football

I don't know if any of them
ever understood what was going
on, but had they, they would have
realized a remarkable event was
taking place.
Bertelli, of course, was
magnificent. In the first half he

screaming, pushing his players into

Those on the other side who
were not knocked down by the
players be pushed into them got
the hell out of the way.
At the end of the second half,
the score was Osmanski's all-stars
14, Bertelli's 12, Osmanski having
accounted for two touchdowns and
two extra points on runs through
the middle — in a touch football
game.
It's a fact, I guarantee.
And the record's there In Time

completed two touchdown passes

Magazine for the next week, after

It was a peaceful occupation.

conference just like their fellow

together some uniforms, some

but he failed on the extra points,

accounts of the major bowl games

The job had become a bore and

reporters in Tokyo were having

footballs. Practice began.

for which he also had to throw,

in the U. S. there was a list of

there being no goal posts.

"other scores," including that of

newspapermen looking for a press

as fall grew into winter for the

every day at MacArthur's

played in Japan, nor was it the

first time in several years many

headquarters in Tokyo.

first which pitted professional stars

of us began taking an interest in

against each other.

sports events again.

One earlier game was the first—

We organized a group of

a touch football game.

a little something about everything

Finally it came to sports.
began officially, there was a news

whatever the advantage to Bertelli.

unused. Not much use, everyone
agreed, for a bruising fullback in

We put posters up and asked

did. So the conferences went on.

story from Tokyo about the St.

But the game would go on,

but never to the target. And his
running skills and power went

But it occurred to me, I knew

infinitely more than any of them

Shortly before the football season

Osmanski was appalled. I have

banking in the United States?"

political system.

Bowl Game

Bertelli was delighted. He was a
helluva passer, you may remember.

That was about the time I met

I tried to dissuade them. After
all a second lieutenant in the

Bertelli, in special services, got

A week before the game a
momentous decision was made. The

Osmanski and his crew were

the Atomic Bowl.

casualty rate from broken legs,

disheartened. You who think

contusions, abrasions, etc. was such

Kilmer throws wobblers should

so long to exploit this territory we

I wonder why it took the NFL

Marine Corps didn't have much to

and last—annual Atomic Bowl

Lt. Bill Osmanski, of the Navy's

that we were ordered to play touch

have seen Bill's passes. They

had opened 30 years and seven

announce, especially not on a daily

game on January 1, 1946, played

football instead of tackle.

dentistry corps. And I learned

wobbled, wiggled, went sideways,

months before.

basis when the five-star man who

in Nagasaki in a tremendously large

through him of the presence in the

has superseded the emperor was

field that had been cleared some

area of Lt. Angelo ertelli of the

operating so close by.
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Tulane's All Stars

Listen, Folks,
and remember
what I'm going
to say . . .before
you buy any
car or truck. . .
come on to
Gentilly Dodge,
and believe me,
you can't beat
Gentilly Dodge
anywhere!

Southeastern Conference Team
1934—Claude Simons, Jr., back
Homer Robinson, center
1936—Howard Bryan, back
1938—Warren Brunner, back
1939—Harley McCollum, tackle
Bob Kellogg, back
1941—Ernie Blandin, tackle
Tommy O'Boyle, guard
1943—Ray Olsen, end
Gaston Bourgeois, guard
Lester Gatewood, center
Joe Renfroe, back
1944—Ray Olsen, end
W. A. Jones, back
1948—Paul Lea, tackle
Eddie Price, back
1949—Paul Lea, tackle
Eddie Price, back
1950—Paul Lea, tackle
1955—Tony Sardisco, guard
Ronny Quillian, back
1958—Richie Petitbon, back
1960—Tommy Mason, back
1965—Bill Goss, linebacker

BEST OF LUCK
GREEN WAVE

Good Luck
Green
Wave!

[] Oldsmobile
Mercedes-Benz

BiiiiHiitiiiitiiiiriauHi>a

WALKER OLDSMOBILE CO.
ALEXANDRIA, LA.

All-South Independent Team

GENTILLY DODGE

6101 Chef Menteur Hwy. 242-6642

BUICK
MAKESTHE
CAR
CROWN
MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE

CR@WN
BUICK-OPEL INC
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1968—Warren Bankston, back
Larry Mickal, guard
Ernie Parker, def. end
Jim Trahan, back
John Snell, def. tackle
1969—Steve Barrios, end
Joe Bullard, back
Charles DeWitt, tackle
Bart Graves, tackle
Rick Kingrea, linebacker
Mike Walker, tackle
1970—David Abercombie, back
Steve Barrios, back
Joe Bullard, def. back
Paul Ellis, safety
Rick Kingrea, linebacker
Mike Walker, def. tackle
Allen Wilkenfeld, guard
1971—Steve Barrios, flanker
Joe Bullard, def. back
Ricky Hebert, taillback
Mike Koesling, guard
Mike Mullen, linebacker
Mike Truax, def. end
1972—Mike Mullen, linebacker
Lee Gibson, kicker
George Ewing, def. back
Mike Koesling, guard
Charles Hall, def. tackle
1973—Charles Hall, def. tackle
David Lee, safety
Mark Olivari, nose guard
Mike Truax, def. end
Steve Wade, center
1974—Mike Arthur, guard
Rusty Chambers, linebacker
Charles Hall, tackle
Howard McNeill, punter
Ed Mikkelsen, tackle
Mark Olivari, guard
1975—Bryan Alexander, def. end
Jim Gueno, linebacker

200 WRIGHT AVE. - GRETNA

FOSTER WALKER JR.

FOSTER WALKER III

Tulane Cheerleaders

Top row—(left to right)—Mary Clements, Jaime Treuting, B. J. Wyatt. Middle row—(left to right)—Waldo Martinez,
Cary Fitzjarrel, Marshall Duane, Lenny Adoff. Botton kneeling—Madelene Treuting, Leslie Brupbacher.
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Memphis State

Memphis State Roster
Player

Hometown

James Moody
Klate Yarbrough
Fred Webb
'Kippy Brown
* Lloyd Patterson
'Eric Harris
Reggie Armstead
Bruce Hilton
Kevin Betts
Arieh Haimovitch
* Bobby Williams
Hugh Owens
Keith Bowden
* Steve Berrong
* Ricky Rivas
* Ernest Gray
'Eddie Hightower
* Keith Wright
Leo Cage
* Eddie Hill
Bob Orians
'Terdell Middleton
Tim Wright
*Nathan Leuellyn
Ronnie Cooper
'Marty Hammock
Mike Bates
James King
*Zacky Butler
Nelson Hunt
James Stewart
*Jim Mincey
'Keith Simpson
Anthony Oggs
Kraig Pride
'Reuben Gibson
'Darrell Anderson
Dennis Smith
Derek Bell
Jonah Daniel
'Ralph Griffin
'Bob Rush
'Keith Butler
'Bud Sipfle
Glenn Snodgrass
Pete Scatamacchia
'Mike Zdancewicz
Kyle Hilliard
Eddie Goodwin
Ben Howard
Greg Spiros
'Ken Niemaseck
'Eary Jones
Greg Voran
Bennie Tillman
Earl Wilson
*Bor Jordan
Don Carroll
David Crowell
'Harry Bissinger
'Sam Hurst
'Bob Blackmon
John Lee
Randy Smalley
Hank Murley
Bill Austin
'Richard O'Bryant
'Steve Cacciola
Eddie Sigman
Tommy Bateman
Tim Cruse
'John Register
'Steve King
Mike Casinelli
'Virgil Pearcy
Steve Lincoln
'Mark Allison

187
192
180

180
210
190

275
220
255
208
235
230
215
217
220
240
235

230
265
262
239
247
243
241
242
237
255
210
211
240
220
217
193
220
210
217
195
206
212
215
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Memphis, Tenn.
Sanderson, Fla.
Memphis, Tenn.
Sweetwater, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Valdosta, Ga.
Memphis, Tenn.
Kfeh-Saba, Israel
Memphis, Tenn.
Bolivar, Tenn.
Newton, Ala.
Sweetwater, Tenn.
Tampa, Fla.
Greenwood, Miss.
Memphis, Tenn.
Vicksburg, Miss.
Vicksburg, Miss.
Nashville, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Vicksburg, Miss.
Memphis, Tenn.
Jackson, Miss.
Moultree, Ga.
Memphis, Tenn.
Jackson, Tenn.
Huntsville, Ala.
Covington, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Folkston, Ga.
Memphis, Tenn.
Sweetwater, Tenn.
Dallas, Tex.
Cedartown, Ga.
Paducah, Ky.
Cleveland, Miss.
Tampa, Fla.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Baton Rouge, La.
Clarksville, Tenn.
Huntsville, Ala.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Batesville, Ar.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Antioch, Tenn.
McKenzie, Tenn.
Bellwood, III.
Sparta, N. J.
Memphis, Tenn.
Orlando, Fla.
Athens, Ga.
Montgomery, Ala.
Nashville, Tenn.
Atlanta, Ga.
Memphis, Tenn.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Sweetwater, Tenn.
Paducah, Ky.
Memphis, Tenn.
Covington, Ga.
Jackson, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Greenwood, Miss.
Waltham, Ma.
Memphis, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Ft. Meyers, Fla.
Paris, Tenn.
Henderson, Tenn.
Follansbee, W. Va.
Little Rock, Ark.
Montgomery, Ala.
Titusville, Fla.
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FROM
SANDLOT
TO THE
PROS

Future
Schedules

u _ i become a

part of this organi
zation by sending your gift in the en
closed envelope. All benefits and op
tions available to contributors are listed
elsewhere in this brochure.

Daily, Weekly, Monthly Rentals
and Long Term Leasing of
Chevrolet Cars and Trucks
Phone:
Houma 876-0250 • New Orleans 522-7168

"eaders of tomorrow are developed
through our athletic programs. By con
tributing to the Green Wave Club, you
invest in the future as well as the

QUALITY
RENTALS

*
thletics are a vital part of our edu
cational process. Your financial parti
cipation will help insure athletic com
petition for deserving young men.

3
7
i
I
3
3
>
>
i
!
1

>
>
I
)
'
•

TIME our

he Green Wave Club is an organiza
tion of alumni and friends of Tulane
University who have as their common
purpose the support of our total athle
tic program.

at Memphis State
STANFORD
at Southern Methodist
VANDERBILT
at Boston College
CINCINNATI
GEORGIA TECH
at Pittsburgh
at Miami (Fla.)
at Rutgers
LOUISIANA STATE
at Maryland
PITTSBURGH
at Georgia Tech
at Stanford
at Vanderbilt
BOSTON COLLEGE
TEXAS CHRISTIAN
MEMPHIS ST.
MIAMI (FLA.)
at Mississippi
at Louisiana State
STANFORD
at Rice
at Texas Christian
SOUTHERN METHODIST
VANDERBILT
at Pittsburgh
at West Virginia
GEORGIA TECH
at Boston College
MISSISSIPPI
LOUISIANA STATE
Stanford
RICE
Mississippi
SOUTHERN METHODIST
at Vanderbilt
AIR FORCE
at Georgia Tech
KENTUCKY
MARYLAND
MEMPHIS STATE
LOUISIANA STATE (T)

N.

r before has your gift meant so
much. With increasing costs of tuition
and fees, room and board, and books
we need increased support. Your taxdeductible gift will go entirely to our
Athletic Scholarship Fund.

^"veryone contributing to our pro
gram will be lending important assist
ance to a total athletic program dedi
cated to excellence.

Seven (7) classifications of membership
have been established that give every
interested person the opportunity of
joining the Green Wave Club. Those
classifications are as follows:
Neptune
$2500 UP
Tidal Wave
$1000 to $2499
Big Green
$500 to $999
Surfer
$250 to $499
Green Wave
$100 to $249
Billow
$25 to $99
Contributor
below $25

Supporting
Intercollegiate
Athletics
at Tulane
Stadium Club Membership
The Tulane Stadium Club will en
compass 24,000 sq. ft. in the Louisiana
Superdome. It will be located in the
Northwest corner on the Convention
Level. It will operate a complete food
and beverage service, opening 2 hours
prior to the starting time of the event
and remain open for one hour after
the event. Days of operation will be
Tulane Football, Saints and Sugar Bowl
Football, and, possibly other major
events if the demand is sufficient.
Catering will be by Ogden Foods, Inc.
Tables will be arranged for buffet pa
trons. A portion of the Club room will
be decorated with Tulane memorabilia.
1975 Green Wave Club Officers
Marion Kessler, Chairman
Ben Weiner, President
James Selman, II, First VP
J. Randolph Butts, Second VP
A. G. Kleinschmidt, MD, Third VP
Daniel P. Hurley, Secretary
Bennett E. Powell, Treasurer

1975 Chapter Presidents
CENTRAL LA. CHAPTER
ALEXANDRIA, LA.
LEONARD FUHRER
BATON ROUGE CHAPTER
BATON ROUGE, LA.
THOMAS SOVA
ARK-LA-MISS CHAPTER
GREENVILLE, MS
HUGH PAYNE
TERREBONNE CHAPTER
HOUMA, LA
DR. F. E. PALOMEQUE
ACADIANA CHAPTER
LAFAYETTE, LA.
GERALD GAUDET
LE BON TEMPS CHAPTER
LAKE CHARLES, LA
J. B. POSTELL
SOUTH ALABAMA CHAPTER
MOBILE, AL
JOE BULLARD JR.
NORTHEAST LA CHAPTER
MONROE, LA.
DR. FRANK RIZZO JR.
TECHE CHAPTER
NEW IBERIA, LA
RAY MULLINS
ARK-LA-TEX CHAPTER
SHREVEPORT, LA
STERLING BIGNER
SUNCOAST CHAPTER
TAMPA, FL
JAMES KNUDSON
BAYOU CHAPTER
THIBODAUX, LA
STEVE CALDARERA
GARYVILLE CHAPTER
GARYVILLE, LA.
GARLAND LANDRY
ST. MARY PARISH CHAPTER
MORGAN CITY
ALFRED S. LIPPMAN
FRANKLIN, LA.
JOIN TODAY!
The Green Wave Club is organized
within the framework of Tulane Uni
versity, and satisfies NCAA and Uni
versity requirements. The Club has its
own Officers and Board of Directors
who meet on a regular basis during the
year. A general membership meeting is
a year.
called o
The cost of a year of education at
Tulane for any student-athlete in 1975
will be $5,255.00. The goal of the
Green Wave Club is to underwrite the
cost of Tulane's Athletic Grant-in-aid
Program.

TULANE ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND
6401 WILLOW STREET, N.O., LA. 70118

Mailing Address—
-Zip—

City & State
-OFFICE PHONETotal Pledge $
Portion of Pledge Enclosed $_

DATE.

SPECIFY CLASSIFICATION BY CHECKING ONE BELOW:
)
)
)
)

NEPTUNE ($2500-Up)
TIDAL WAVE ($1000-2499)
Big Green ($500-999)
Surfer ($250-499)
SIGNATURE.
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) Green Wave ($100-249)
) Billow ($25-99)
) Contribution (below $25)

. . . and Roll on
Bohn Ford Wheels

All the New Ones are here —
The Big, the Medium and the Small
The Wild Ones, The Cool Ones,
The Smooth Ones.
All with Bohn's long terms and
low monthly payments.

BOHN FORD
Over 50 years of service

S. Broad at Washington • 822-4600
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t Towto go to the Superdome
without worrying*about
yourcar, migsmgSLmeal,
or walking"
more than
two blocks

Basketball Outlook

4

Cbmcto
The DownTbwn Howard Johnsons
An afterDomeMeal
or Vice-Versa,
^bur home
near the Dome

Tuc DownTouin JJouiARDjounson)
33o Loyola Avenue
New Orleans,Louisiana 70112
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Capsule Memo Of Basketball
Roy Danforth, the man who has
taken Syracuse to six consecutive
post-season tournaments, is the man
selected to lead Tulane's basketball
fortunes in the future.
Described by some as the best
basketball general the University has
landed since it picked Cliff Wells out
of an Indiana high school in the forties,
Danforth has all the credentials to
support this.
In eight years at the helm of
Syracuse University he posted a .675
winning percentage with a 148-71 winloss record. His last six years have
been years of glory. In those six
years Danforth took Syracuse to the
NIT two straight years (1970-71 and
1971-72) and to the NCAA playoff the
last four consecutive years while posting
a 1 37-43 record over that span.
Only three NCAA schools have been
participants in the NCAA Tournament
in each of the last four years, UCLA,
Marquette, and Syracuse.
Tulane posted an 18-9 record and
this sent stat people chasing back to
the 1948-49 season to find more
The 1948-49 team had a 24-4 slate,
the best in the school's history.
Combining the 1974-75 and 1975-76
seasons Tulane won 34 games which
are the most since the 1948-49 and
1949-50 teams won 39.
The victories in 1975-76 were not
over ordinary teams, nor were the
losses. While Tulane's team improves
each year so does the competition.
This year's edition set team as well
as individual records.
Tulane won the City Series Title
for the second consecutive year, but
this time outright. Against tough
intracity opponents the Green Wave
went 4-0 to cap the title. It finished
as runner-up in the Sugar Bowl
Tournament.
Seven teams listed in the top 20
were Tulane opponents. The Green
Wave defeated two, Duke and Ohio
State while falling to Tennessee,
Kansas State, LSU, Marqeutte, and
North Carolina. The losses come on

either a neutral site or the home court
of the opponent.
Tulane was 9-0 in the Green Wave
gym. In the friendly confines of the
Tulane gym the Green Wave has
suffered only two losses in the past
two years.
Tennessee and LSU blew close games
open in the second half while Kansas
State at home upended the Green
Wave in the closing minutes. Tulane
drew within one point with less than
three minutes to play only to miss a
bucket to take the lead and have KS
utilize the free throw line for the win.
It took North Carolina four overtimes
to defeat Tulane. The Green Wave
enjoyed a five point lead with 64
seconds left only to see NC tie the
game in regulation play on a field
goal by Phil Ford with two seconds
remaining.
Two days later the Green Wave
travelled to Marquette and suffered
a 75-63 defeat. Not bad when a team
can carry, the number three team in
the nation to four overtimes and then
two nights later carry the number two
team all the way to the buzzer.
Tulane never fell below .500 and,
blitzed after a so-so start. Sporting a
6-5 record after facing the likes of
LSU, Ohio State, Tennessee, Duke,
and Kansas State, the Green Wave
proceeded to post a win streak of five
straight and 10 out of 11.
Teams that fell to the Green Wave
in addition to Ohio State and Duke
were South Dakota, Rice, Ole Miss,
Cornell, Southern Mississippi, Georgia
Tech, Air Force, Denver, Citadel,
Southern University of New Orleans,
Xavier of New Orleans, Richmond,
Dillard of New Orleans, Samford, the
University of New Orleans, and Georgia
State.
Individual marks fell to Phil Hicks
and Tom Hicks, no relation. Senior
Phil Hicks ended his two and one half
seasons at Tulane with 1586 points
which made him Tulane's all time
leading career scorer.
The previous record was 1501 points
set over four years by John Arthurs.
Arthurs' individual career mark of
614 field goals over four years also
succumbed to Hicks' 672.
The 6-7 blond scorer from Chicago,
Illinois, will be sorely missed next year
as well as team spirit leader John
Bobzien Marty Prendergast and Paul
Yungst are other letter winners that
graduated.
However, basketball interest at
Tulane has never been higher.
Enthusiasm began three years ago and
has grown each year with the type of
teams produced.
Adding fuel to the new found spirit
is the joining of the prestigious Metro
Seven conference by the Green Wave
at the end of former Coach Charlie
Moir's second year at Tulane.
In its first year Tulane was seeded
fourth behind nationally ranked and
post season playing Cincinnati,
Louisville, and Memphis State.
Cincinnati and Memphis State
represented the conference in the
NCAA Regionals while Louisville went
to the NIT.
Three starters, guard Pierre
Gaudin, forward Arthur Bibbs, and
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post Jeff Cummings return. Gaudin
has started for the past two years.
Pierre hit for a 15.4 average from the
floor and joined the 400-point club
for a single season.
Cummings at 6-11 was the team's
leading rebounder with an 11.1 and
also joined the 500-point club for a
single season with 533 points and a
1 9.7 average.
Bibbs a 6-6 forward finished with
305 points and became a member of
the 300-club for a single season.
Redshirt Marc Fletcher a 6-5 transfer
from Kansas University will loan
immediate help as well as 6-11 Terry
McLean who will be a junior next
year.
Letterman Richard Purtz at 6-9 will
also be available along with
squadsmen Marcellus Bonner, Keith
Houston, George Kloak, Greg Spannuth,
and John Thompson.
Danforth must face the most
demanding schedule in the history
of the school with these returning
players.
Visiting Tulane will be SMU,
Samford, Ole Miss, Georgia Tech,
Cincinnati, TCU, Virginia, Arkansas,
Southern Mississippi, Louisville, Air
Force, and Marquette.
The Green Wave must travel to
LSU, Rice, St. Louis, the All-City
Tournament in Oklahoma City, Southern
Mississippi, Memphis State,
Pennsylvania, Georgia Tech, North
Carolina and Valparaiso.
Competition of this nature is nothing
new t o Danforth.
Opponent
Date
Nov. 16
Nov. 26
Nov. 29
Dec.
1
4
Dec.
8
Dec.
Dec. 11
Dec. 22
Dec. 27-30
Jan.

8
10
15
19

Jan.

22

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

24
27
29
5

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

7
12
14
19
24

Feb.
Feb.

26
28

ITALIAN NATIONAL
TEAM
Louisiana State University
S.M.U. in Superdome
Rice
SAMFORD
MISSISSIPPI
in Superdome
St. Louis
GEORGIA TECH
All College Tournament
(Three games)
LOUISVILLE
Memphis State
Pennsylvania
SOUTHERN MISSIS
SIPPI
CINCINNATI
in Superdome
T. C. U.
VIRGINIA
Georgia Tech
Uuiversity of
New Orleans
in Superdome
ARKANSAS
North Carolina
Valparaiso
Southern Mississippi
University of
New Orleans
in Superdome
AIR FORCE
MARQUETTE
in Superdome
Metro Seven Tournament

Mar. 3-5
Capital letters indicate home games.
All home games begin at 8:05 p.m.

Neptune Members
S. T. Alcus, III
Bayou Green Wave Club
Gerald A. Bosworth
E. Warren Eisner
George Engine Co.
G. S. Friedrichs
Anonymous
Harold Halter
Theo Harvey, Jr.
F. B. Ingram
Anonymous
Arthur L. Jung, Jr.
Burt Keenan
Alden J. Laborde
W. K. McWilliams, Jr.
Ernest L. Masson, Sr.
Samuel A. Romano, Jr.
H. E. Trapp
Dr. Charles Wascom, Jr.
Ben Weiner
George G. Westfeldt, Jr.
Malcolm Waldenburg
Tidal Wave Members
Dr. Emile J. Bernard, Jr.
S. J. Besthoff
Joe Bullard
William Burkenroad, Jr.
Comet Construction Co.
Ervin S. Cooper
John H.Counce, III M.D.
T. L. Crosby
Gayle Dalferes
Ronald C. Durham
Harry M. England
Clifford F. Favrot,Sr.
Darwin S. Fenner
J. S. Glazer
Goldring Stephen
Mrs. Katherine B. Gore
Fred Gottesman
Thomas L. Habig
Sam G.Haddad
Dr. Aynaud M. Hebert
Peyton H. Hines
Houma Tool House Inc.
Harry B. Kelleher, Jr.
Arthur G. Kleinschmidt
E. James Kock, Jr.
Jacob S. Landry
Lester J. Lautenschlaeger
John Levert, Jr.
Alfred S. Lippman
Samuel Lupin, M.D.
Anonymous
H. Edwin McGlasson, Jr.
F. Gilbert McMahon, M.D.
Modern Marine Power
William G. Moran
Anees Mogabgab, Jr.
James F. O'Neil, Jr.
Dr. F. E. Palomeque
Bennett Powell
Dr. Kenneth Saer
Harold Salmon, Sr.
Lee H. Schlesinger
Cicero C. Sessions
F. W. Sewart
Simon Shlenker, III
John H. Sims, Jr.
Wm. A. Slatten
William R. Sorum
Jack B. St. Clair
Edgar Stern, Jr.
Andrew Stewart
Svoboda Distributing Co.
William H. Talbot
Leonard S. Ungar
H. W. Van Horn, Jr.
Anonymous
Robert H. Young
A. Cecil Zeringue
Special Members
Abraham Lincoln-Mercury
Bob BohnFord
A. C. CollinsFord
Crown Buick-Open
Durham Motors
Gentilly Dodge
Johnson-Cefalu Buick

Mcllwain Cadillac
Ponchartrain Motors
Royal Oldsmobile
Stephens Chevrolet
Superior Pontiac
Trapp Chevrolet
Walker Oldsmobile
Big Green Members
Dr. Nick Accardo
Dr. Woodard D. Beacham
Frank Beeson
Richard C. Beltz
Emanuel Benjamin, III
James M. Besselman
Richard H. Bretz, Jr.
Louis Brown
Earle P. Burke, Jr.
James M. Burlingame
R. M. Burton
J. Randolph Butts, Jr.
Anonymous
Mr. John D.Charbonnet
C. C. Clifton, Jr.
Wm. B. Coleman, Jr.
Richard P. Colomes
Rene A. Curry, Jr.
Sgt. Maj. B. Day Sr. USMC
F. M. Delorme
D. F. Dixon
Dr. James Dowling
Max H. Durham, Jr.
William R. Eason
J. Everett Eaves, Jr.
N. E. England Assoc.
J. Bres Eustis
HughC. McEvans
Dr. Anthony Failla
Gervais Favrot
Paul B. Fossier
Harry P. Gamble
Garyville Chapter of GWC
Cerald Gaudet
Thomas Z. Green
Floyd Guillot
Henry Haller, Sr.
W. C. Hartwell, Jr.
Dr. Hurst B. Hatch
K. Gerald Haydel, M.D.
C. Peck Hayne
Odom B. Heebe
C. Ellis Henican
George H. Heyman, Jr.
Leon Irwin, Jr.
C. Gordon Johnson, Jr.
Charles Keller, Jr.
Claude J. Kelly, Jr.
Marion Kessler
Karl J. Kirchberg
Edward F. Kohnke IV
Stanley C. Kottemann
Kenneth A. Kuebel
John P. Labouisse
Anonymous
Edward F. LeBreton,Jr.
F. Rivers Lelong
David J. Levine
Frederick H. Lotz, Jr.
Dr. Robert T. Love, Jr.
Dr. James McComiskey
Martin A. Macdiarmid, Jr.
Max L. Marsh
Mr. R. V. Martinez
Joseph Maselli
Class of '60-Med. School
William W. Messersmith, III
Malcolm W. Monroe
Dr. R. M. Montemayor
Frank C. Moran, Jr.
Mr. L. L. Morgan
Paul Morphy, Jr.
W. S. Mott, Jr.
Howard A. Nelson,Jr.M.D.
Ronald Newman
John J. Owens
Harold F. Parker
Charles R. Pittman
A. Lane Plauche
Edward Poitevent
Nigel Rafferty
W. Boatner Reily, III
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David Stone
V. Ray Rose
A. Charles Rosenberg
Ralph Rugan, Jr.
JoeB. Schmidt, Jr.
James L. Selman, II
Louis G. Shushan
Mrs. Cecilia BissoSlatten
James H. Stone
Dr. Victor E. Tedesco, III
Robert E. Thompson, II
Dr. Robert Trueting
Dr. Charles Tyler
Tulane Booster Club
R. Wayne Vincent
A. J. Waechter, Jr.
Hughes Walmsley, Jr.
Joseph A. Watters
Dr. & Mrs. Samuel Welborn
Edwin E. White, Jr.
Rex White
Rex White, Jr.
F. B. Williams
James T. Williams
George H. Wilson
William B. Wisdom,Jr.
Woodson Construction
Guy Wootan
Surfer Members
Lester F. Alexander, Jr.
George S. Allen
Earl B. Anderson
Robert B. Anderson
Dr. Jack A. Andonie
C. W. Andrews, Jr.
Gerald L. Andrus
Robert N. Andry
Arcadia Foods
Alan C. Arnold
H. Wilson Arnold
Paul Arnold
Eugene Aschaffenburg
Dr. W. M. Bagnetto
William F. Bailey
Al Baldwin, Jr.
Robert J. Bannon
Richard Matthew Barcelona
Gerard W. Barousse
John U. Barr, Jr.
Jeff Barter
John Q. Bass
Raymond Bassich.Jr.D.D.S.
Henry G. Bauer III
Richard O. Baumbach
Emile Bellavia
.Edward B. Benjamin, Jr.
Jack C. Benjamin
W. Mente Benjamin
Henry Bernstein
Wayne J. Bienveu
Edel Blanks, Jr.
Henry J. Bodenheimer
Robert H. Boh
Robert J. Boudreau
Dr. Frem F. Boustany, Jr.
Richard J. Brennan
Dr. W. H. Brent, Jr.
Vernon Brinson
Henry Broad, Jr.
Charles L. Brooks
Alfred W. Brown, Jr.
Dr. C. L. Brown
Mel Brown
Ray W. Brown
Walter L. Brown
William T. Brown
Warren J. Brunner
James J. Bryan
Dr. BuellC. Buchtel
N. W. Bullington, Jr.
A. Owen Bunn
Michael M. Burke
Felix W. Burnett, Jr.
Leon S. Cahn
James Cain
John V. Caldwell
Dr. Arthur A. Calix
Joseph C. Canizaro
Mr. C. T.Carden
Pierre F. Carriere

Judge Fred J. Cassibry
Casso Fisheries, Inc.
W. K. Catching
J. J. Champeaux
John Wenzel, Jr.
Dr. J. M. Ciaravella
Dr. James M. Ciaravella, Jr.
Julius M. Cohn
Peter Coleman
William B. Coleman, III
Donald Ogden Collins
Forres M. Collins
I. Richard Collord, Jr.
Richard Colton, Jr.
Harold E. Cook
Commanders' Palace
Fred J. Corales
Gary Schreiber Corales
H. Robert Corder, Jr.
Charles Corona
Alan Cosse
Dr. A. Cotlar
Walter H. Crory
Ronny D. Crosby
Crown Zellerbach
HODertuuaa, in
Mrs. Robert Cudd, III
N. C. Curtis
Sherwood A. Cuyler
Carl F. Daley
Sandmann G. Davies
Mr. & Mrs. Alvin H.Davis
A. Q. Davis
Dr. Paul M. Davis, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Davis
Edward J. Dearie
Richard Degelos
B. H. DeHart, Jr.
E. J. DeMartini
Dr. John Deming
Mrs. Theodore Dennery
Frank M. Dennis
Calvin Doell
Mr. & Mrs. LeoDoyle
Robert J. Drueding
Charles E. Dunbar, III
A. William Dunn, M.D.
John W. Dussouy &Co.
T.C.W. Ellis
W. C. Ellis, Jr.
William R. Erwin
Philip R. Farnsworth
C. Allen Favrot
C. F. Favrot
D. Blair Favrot
Thomas B. Favrot
Mrs. Maurice Feingerts
Darwin C. Fenner, Jr.
Dr. Wesley J. Fernandez
C. R.Ferris
Beatrice Field
Mr. Frank Field
McLain J. Forman
Dr. Ronald French
Mr. Frank Friedler
Mr. Nat Friedler
Richard Friedman
G. S. Friedrichs, Jr.
A. J.Galy
DanC. Garner
Dr. J. Byron Gathright
Mr. G. Louis Gaudet
Mr. GaryGibbs
C.E.Gill
Anonymous
John R. Glas
Dr. Bert Glass
Dr. Stephen Goldware.MD
M. Feild Gomila
Louis Good
Benjamin M. Goodman
John A. Gordon
Dr. Samuel D. Gore,Jr.
Dr. Thomas A. Grant
Dr. Thorn Graves
Stanley A. Greig
Louis E. Gueniot, Jr.
Anonymous
Gurvich Det. Agency

Victor J. Gustitus
D. Marshall Haas
Dr. Sheldon Hackney
Ray J. Haddad, Jr., M.D.
Mr. Henry Haller, Jr.
Keith Hammett
Eben Hardie
Robert B. Hargrove
Robert P. Harper
Seymour J. Harris
Leo A. Hapsel
H. L. Hawkins
W. Paul Hawley, II
Gerald M. Haydel
Lynn L. Haydel
Robert A. Hayden
Mark B. Herman
Russ Herman
Henry J. Hildebrand, Jr.
Jonas Hiller
R. L. Hindermann
E. Bradford Holbrook
James F. Holmes
John T. Holmes
John J. Housey
Harley B. Howcott, Jr.
Daniel P. Hurley
Harris Hyman, Jr.
E. H. Igleheart
P. Choby Impastato
Sam Israel, Jr.
Roger B. Jacobs
Philip E. James, Jr.
Jim Jancik
Charles B. Johnson
Hans S. B. Jonassen
Joseph Merrick Jones, Jr.
Owen L. Jones, Jr.
Dr. Leon J. Joseph
Frank Jurisch
Herman Katten
Richard L. Katten
Samuel B. Katz
Richard B. Kaufman
Walter C. Keenan, III
J. B. Kiefer
Paul J. Keleher
Harry B. Kelleher, Sr.
claude J. Kelly
Clifford H. Kern, Jr.
Joseph L. Killeen, Jr.
Leonard M. King, Jr.
Elliot Laudeman
Karen L. Knight
Louis R. Koerner
Robert L. Kohlmann
Mr. J. V. Leclere Krentel
Harry E. Kuhner, II
F. A. Kullman
Dr. Elmo Laborde
Dr. Gerald La Nasa
Landis Const. Co.
Jacob Landry
Charels W. Lane, III
Harry Merritt Lane, Jr.
J. J. LaPlace, Jr.
Mr. Sidney Lassen
Henry Lazarus
Maurice Lebreton
Judge Wallace C. LeBrun
Earl Le Corgne, Jr.
Leidenheimer Baking Co.
Jack T. Lengsfield
Jacques F. Levy
Dr. Julius L. Levy, Jr.
Harvey J. Lewis
Jon F. Leyens
Herman S. Lindy
Arthur Liuzza
Dr. Samuel Logan
Dr. Herbert Longenecker
Leonia L. Lotz
John Lowe
Dr. Ralph Lupin
Howard C. McAfee
Joseph W. McCarron
Richard McCarthy, Jr.
JohnM. McCollam
Ed McCool, Jr., M.D.
Mrs. Anna McFadden

Samuel J. McGrew
Edward J. McNamara
G. F. MacDiarmid
Grant MacDiarmid
Pamela MacDiarmid
John M. Mamoulides
R. L. Manard, Jr.
Dr. James W. Mann
George Marcuse
James Tranchin
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Marks
Monroe Marsh
Alan P. Marx
JonG. Massey
Frank Mauberret
W. H. Maxwell
Capt. Ernest C. Mayfield
John B. Mead
Mead Packaging
C.G.Melville, Jr.
Joffre Mercier
Messina's Rest. & Caterers
Conrad Meyer, III
Dr. Harry Meyer
Rev. Leo A. Meyer
Neme Mickel
Odette Mickal
Frederick W. Miller
L.J. Miller, Jr.
Robert C. Milton
Mrs. Sidney C. Mimeles
Aaron Mintz
Bernard D. Mintz
Herbert Mintz
Robert G. Mitchell
Robert J. Monroe
Anonymous
Paul Montelepre
Dr. Ruble Moor
Dr. John L. Moore
Col. James Moraeau
Thomas J. Morel
Dr. Charles J. Mosley
Warren G. Moses
Mouton Art Assoc.
Ray Mullins
Ronald E. Murlin
Joseph F. Myers
Clayton L. Nairne
R. P. Naquin OilCo.
Neeb Services
R. Bruce Neville
A. B. Nicholas
Isidore Newman, II
James W. Newman, Jr.
Leon Newman
Morris W. Newman
Robert J. Newman
Dr. Kenneth G. Nix
William D. Norman, Jr.
Northrop, Inc.
Fred J. Corales
Troy Odom
Olinkraft, Inc.
Alfredo Olivari
Dr. Lawrence O'Meallie
John Oudt
H. Frellsen Page, Sr.
John M. Page
Francis C. Payne
Peter M. Pellegrini, Sr.
Peoples Bank & Trust
Shep Perrin
Robert Lee Perry, Jr.
Anonymous
Dr. Ben Phillips
N.P.Phillips, Jr.
Maurice J. Pichloup
William D. Pierce
K.G.Pinter, M.D.
Roy A. Plessala, Jr.
John Poitevent
John B. Postell
Dr. Jack W. Pou
Herman J. Prager
Julius B. Prager,III
Thomas M. Pryor
Lawrence G. Pugh, Jr.
WardC. Purdum
Mr. G. P. Puryear

Dr. Jack L. Race, M.D.
Michael J. Rapier
Mrs. Bonnie C. Rault
Joseph M. Rault, Jr.
W. Leigh Rawson
Elizabeth Rayne
Mr. R. A. Rayne
E. H. Read
Dr. Irving Redler
Joseph E. Redmond, Jr.
Judge Edmund M. Reggie
J. W. Reily, Jr.
Jerome Reso, Jr.
J. J. Reynolds
Charles E. Richards, Jr.
John J. Richards
Thomas F. Ridgley
Dr. Frank P. Rizzo, Jr.
Michael B. Robertson
Mrs. Frances S. Robinson
James C. Roddy
Dr. Raoul Rodriguez
Dr. Wm. M. Roeling, Jr.
Kenneth A. Rolfs
H. J. Romero, II
William E. Rooney
Charles Rosen, II
Paul Rosenblum
Dr. Julius Rosenfield
Thomas L. Rosenzweig
Joseph I. Ross
George A. Roussel
E. M. Rowley
Mr. J. F. Roy
Anonymous
Wilie J. Rucker, Jr.
Milton J. Ruth
Gordon Rush, Jr.
Dr. Jerome Ryan
John A. Ryan
Peter J.Sacco
Dr. Richard Saloom
Henry Leon Sarpy
Robert H. Sarpy
D. R. Sartor, Jr.
Eugene Schaefer
Dominick Scandurro
Mr. Jerald R. Schenken
Sam Scelfo, Jr.
William F. Schenker
A. L. Schlesinger
Dr. George T. Schneider
Gerard Schoen
Gerald L. Schroeder
Frank Schultz
Anonymous
Mr. Walter Irving Scott, Jr.
John Sehrt
Solis Seiferth
Gilbert J. Sevier, Jr.
Roger P. Sharp, Jr.
Wilson Shoughrue, Jr.
Frank Silva
Mortimer Silvey, M.D.
Mrs. Claude "Monk"
Simons, Jr.
E. Kelleher Simon
Eugene Simon
Warren M. Simon, Jr.
J. H.Sims, M.D.
J. Edward Slatten
C. G. SmithCo.
Howard Smith, Jr.
Irvin S. Smith
James Smith, III
William S. Smith, Jr.
Breard Snellings
Anonymous
Earl J. Sonnier
Thomas E. Sova
J. J. Oswald, Sr.
Julian Steinberg
Dr. Melvin Steiner
Audrey L. Sternberg
Earl A. Stolz, Jr.
J. B. Storey
A. C. Suhren
Charleton M. Sweeney
Henry Tharp
Leon Theriot
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Eugene Thibodeaux
Dr. & Mrs. Ashton Thomas
Dr. Henry K. Threefoot
Dr.G. H. Tichenor Antisep.
Co.
C. L. Tillman, III
Dr. James M. Todd
F. F. Tranchina Co.
Frank J. Treuting
Nat Troy
Dalton L. Truax, Jr.
Dr. Joseph Tusa
Dr. Terell L. Tyler
John G. Unverzagt
Wm. R. Bell
Bernard Vanderlinden
Cliff Van Meter
E. A. Vaughey
Fred W. Veters
Stephen Victory
Sidney G.Vigo
Pierre M. Viguerie
Dr. Joseph Villard, Jr.
Irwin E. Volker
William Von Hoene
Al Wachenheim, Jr.
Douglass E. Wagner
J. Mort Walker, Jr.
Mrs. G. W. Webb
Herbert Weil
Mrs. Seymour Weiss
Edward L. Weitz
Paul T. Westervelt, Jr.
Dr. James A. White, III
Judge Thomas C. Wicker,
Jr.
Dr. Jack Wickstrom
Dr. Paul R. Winder
William B. Wisdom
Richard M. Wise
John Wittenberg
Robert L. Wolff
William E. Wright
Dr. Isadore Yager
Dorothy J. York
Robert J. Young
W.W.Young, Jr.
Anton N. Zanki
Richard G. Zepernick
Robert Zetzmann
Dr. Jack Zoller
Green Wave
Joseph L. Abrams
J. G. Alexander
William J. Atkins
Mrs. Genevieve Benevidias
H. G. Bourgeois, Jr.
Dr.. Robert R. Burch
Odell F. Caillet
R. O. Chadwick
C. B. Conley, Jr.
Ervin Cooper
Edward A. Davidson
H. Crawford Davidson
Eberhard P. Deutsch
Dr. Samuel Emerson
J. P. Field
Dr. Robert Freedman
John J. Gidiere
Dr. Ben Goldsmith
F. Edward Hebert
Lawrence Kleibert
Ed Lennox
Dr. Cedric Lowrey
Joseph McCloskey
James R. Moffett
Edgar G. Mouton, Jr.
Phil H. Nugent
Joseph Onebane
A. M. Palmer
Samuel F. Parker
Dr. Jon B. Peebles
John T. Roberts
Frank Schultz
Russell R. Stewart
Mike Wahlder
John Walsh
Arthur C. Watson

Wk give your
mouth more reasons
to cheer.

take home a

PONY 8-PAGK!
Each Miller Pony bottle holds
seven ounces of Miller High Life. Not
too much. Not too little. Just right...
when you want a great glass of beer
that's refreshingly cold
to the last drop.

7 ounce bottle

(RESCENT DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
201 EVANS ROAD- SUITE 108
HARAHAN, LOUISIANA 70123
PHONE 504 - 733-8705

lulane'frreen wave machine
GoGreenies

Green Wave boosters will want to have
one of these "Green Wave" machines.
Fascinating! Simple to operate, fun and
exciting. A great gift! Perfect for your
office or home.
The motorized wave machine creates a
true simulation of waves in slow motion.

i Send check or money order to
| TEAM BOOSTER GIFTS
j P.O. Box 9194 Canton. Ohio 44711

ADDRESSManufactured by
MOTIONETICS, INC.®
Complete 1 year guarantee
Works off regular A.C. power outlet

These candies are on sale in the stadium now
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CITY

SS-180
K-51
K-52
K-53
$100.00 $31.95 $36.95 $41.95
Allow 3 - 4 weeks for delivery

TEAM BOOSTER GIFTS• P.O.BOX9194 •
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Pan-American
Films

(Mkg?
Jrot

Producers of
6 mm Industrial, Educa
tional and Special Events
Motion Pictures

THE UPTOWN
FAMILY
RESTAURANT

Editing, Titling and Color
Film Duplicating — Sound

Serving
Good Food
and Good
Sandwiches

Producers of the Sugar Bowl
Movies in Color and Sound
Since 1945

3016 South
Carrollton Ave.

Recording

Helping NewOrleanians
Is the Great
UftWiCM
Tradition

BELL & HOWELL
822-24 North Rampart
Street 522-5364

NATIONAL

14 ACRES TO
SERVE YOU BETTER

AMERICAN BANK
OF NEW ORLEANS

ONE OF THE LARGEST REGIONAL
AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK SERVICE
AND SALES FACILITIES IN LOUISIANA.
200 S. HOLLYWOOD, HOUMA, LA.

PAT
O'BRIEN'S

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

MAIN OFFICE: 200 CARONDELET STREET
ALL OFFICES: 525-7761

IN THE
FRENCH QUARTER
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TULANE HAS GLASS WITH CLASS!
Text by: Diana Pinckley
Photographs by: Armand Bertin

Brilliant jewel-toned stained glass win
dows, created three-quarters of a century
ago by renowned New York artist Louis
Tiffany, brighten surroundings in Newcomb College's new Myra Clare Rogers Me
morial Chapel and Tulane's Tilton Memorial
building.
But other valuable Tiffany windows lie
boxed in a corner of the attic in Newcomb's
art building, where the dust hides their
cracked, fragmented condition.
The university's collection of Tiffany
stained glass numbers 13 windows, which
Newcomb professor of art Normal Boothby
characterizes as "museum quality works,"
but only six of them are currently on dis
play.
According to Boothby, they are the only
known examples of Tiffany windows in the
New Orleans area.
Newcomb's new chapel features four
windows from the eleven originally de
signed for the old Newcomb chapel, built
in 1894 at the corner of Sixth and Chestnut
and demolished in 1954.
One of its highlights is a "rose window"
that has been called among the "finest ex
amples of Tiffany glass" currently in ex
istence.
Some three feet in diameter and valued
at over $30,000, the work is centered
around the initials of Harriott Sophie New
comb in monogram form and features an
intricate interlaced pattern in dark blue,
green, red and gold. It includes semi
precious stones in a decorative border
around the monogram.

According to a 1903 letter from the Tif
fany studios to Brandt E. Dixon, then presi
dent Newcomb the rose window's pur
chase price was only $750, making it one
of the least expensive of the Newcomb
chapel designs.
Also incorporated into the new chapel
are a King David window, portraying the
king playing on his harp and dedicated to
the memory of Sophie's father, Warren
Newcomb, and a St. Cecilia window show
ing the martyred maiden seated at an or
gan and dedicated to Sophie's grand
mother, Mary Sophie Lemonnier.
Both windows were commissioned in
1894 by Mrs. Josephine Louise Newcomb,
who established the college in memory of
her daughter Sophie.

more books and a globe at her feet, and is
in memory of Caroline Stannard Tilton.
But a wealth of other Tiffany glass that
was removed from the old chapel in 1954
remains in varying states of disrepair,
crated in the art building attic.
Included in the hidden treasure trove are
a "Resurrection" triptich featuring a broad
central panel with two side windows; a
"Supper at Emmaus" triptich with three
windows representing the Last Supper; and
a stained glass depiction of "The Good
Samaritan."
According to Boothby, one of the angels
in the "Ressurection" triptich has the face
of Sophie Newcomb, but that face may be
forced to rest in unrestored oblivion.
When the windows were removed from
the chapel, they were packed and stored
in the Newcomb Hall basement and under
Tulane Stadium.

"People walked across them, leaving
smashed areas in the crates and on the
glass," he notes, describing the condition of
the masterpieces when they were moved
to the attic of the art building in 1972.
The windows currently appearing the
chapel only required minor restoration,
Boothby says, but the ones remaining are
almost in shards.
Restoring the windows, some of which
feature double layers of stained glass
blown and molded in the Favrile style to
make them appear three-dimensional,
would not be easy, according to the artist,
but it could be done.
"They could be as restored as, say, a
slashed Rembrandt painting," he illustrates,
noting that several professionals have come
to Tulane expressing an interest in doing
the restoration work.

"And they weren't packed very well,"
Boothby explains, noting that the works
were surrounded by straw, crated, and
stored horizontally atop one another in a
way likely to cause some of the glass to
break from excess weight.

Even if they were not completely
restored, what's left of the Tiffany master
pieces might he put on display in some
kind of museum situation, Boothby sug
gests, but currently a lack of funds has
condemned the remaining seven windows
to rest in their attic home.

TULANE'S TREASURE trove of stained glass by Louis
C. Tiffany features a 1911 art nouveau depiction of a
fountain and academic building on the old Newcomb
campus, a pa;r dedicated to art and literature that

grace Tilton Memorial building, and a renowned "rose
window" that has been called one of the finest ex
amples of Tiffany stained glass still in existence and is
valued at over $30,000.

The new chapel's fourth window made
by Tiffany in 1911, uses shades of blue,
green and lavender glass to depict a foun
tain and an academic building on the old
Newcomb campus.
Because of its relation in feeling and
color to the craftwork done in the New
comb Art Nouveau style, it is thought to
have been designed by a Newcomb Art
School graduate.
In addition, two more Tiffany windows
are found in the stairwell of Tilton Hall, a
building erected in 1901 as a campus lib
rary and that is currently used for classes.
One of the pair represented is in the
form of a young man surrounded by sculp
ture and paint brushes and is dedicated to
F. W. Tilton. Its mate portrays literature
as a young woman clutching a book, with

